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ME 

I. INTRO UCTION 

The function of the visual system clearly is to furnish:the 'organism 

with:information concerning its environment and' its relations with its 

- 

	

	environment. The over-all aspect of this function.has been: studied in 

terms of the relations, between visãal "stimuli and the: ensuing behavior 

• or' sensations of the '.organisnt.'. More recently, attempts have 'been 

made to study the transfer of information from one element to the next 

along the visual system. It has been found possible to correlate some 

of the transferred information with voltage, impulses measured 'at in- 

• dividual nerve cells; •Howevèr present techniques do 'not permit study 

of those voitagesin.th vertebrate retina at cells any closer to'.the 

photoreceptor cells than the optic nerve. This is unfortunate because 

some of. .the basic. limits to the amount of. information the visual system 

can furnish about a stimulus seem to be.imposed by retinal processes 

and organization peripheral to the optic nerve.: Therefore other methods 

of studying those retinal processes must be sought. 

The present investigation explored two approaches to a study of 

those retinal processes of information transfer. One approach was to 

analyze the difference in amount of information regarding the intensity 

of the stimulus available at the photoreceptors and at the optic nerve. 

The difference would reflect the properties of the limiting retinal pro-

cesses of information transfer. The second approach was to use both 

light and some other retinal stimulus and compare the electric signals 

delivered at the 6ptic nerve about the two stimuli. Any differences in 

the responses could"be attributed to the retinal processes not excited 

by both stimuli, and so would supply data on those processes. 

Voltages at the optic nerve cells of frog eyes were picked up by 

the technique described in Section II. The sources' of these voltages 

were determined, as detailed in Section III, and in Section IV are 

• given some of the possibilities of the technique. The electrical res-

ponse at the optic nerve caused by changes in retinal illuminatioa'.was 

measured, and in Section V it is compared with the actual energy ab', 

sorbed at the photoreceptors. The results confirm a previous analysis 
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made by, Rose for the human eye.. Since his analysis implied certain 

characteristics of the retinal processes, this method of studying the 

processes proved fruitful. ... 

The retinal responses to light and to roentgen rays were compared. 

Sections VI, VII, and VIII review the.known visual responses to roent-

gen rays and radium. From this.review and from some experiments 

described in the section, it is deduced in'Section D( that roentgen rays 

probably excite the retina;by energizing the photochemicals. Thus 

light and. roentgen rays both excite the same retinal processes. How-

ever, other experiments described in Section X.  show that, in addition, 

the roentgen rays exert a desensitizing' action on some of those. retinal 

processes, and this desensitizing action is exerted, at.least partially,. 

on the neurons. 	. 	 . 	 . 

From the results of this. study it will be à.ppar,ent' that ionizing 

radiation should become a useful tool in the study of vision, since it 

affects proce.sss which areessenal to vision"but unaffected by light. 
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IL ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL TECHNIQUE 

The electrophysiological technique used in these experiments con-

sisted in placing the tip of a micro-electrode on the retina and a remote 

electrode elsewhere on the preparation. The changes in electric potential 

appearing between the two electrodes were amplified electronically and 

observed visually with an oscilloscope and audibly with a loudspeaker. 

This technique was first used on the retinaby Granit (Granit and 

Svaetichin, 1939; Granit, 1947) and by Wilska (1939).  When the micro-

electrode was at the inner surface of the retina, electrical discharges 

could be detected which had all the characteristics of the activity of a 

single neuron. The discharges consisted of a negative phase.followed 

by a positive phase, with the voltage and duration of the phases remain-

ing constant despite change in the stimulus. Because the optic nerve 

fibers and their ganglion cells are located at the inner surface of the 

retina, it was assumed by these workers (see Granit, 1947) that these 

discharges represented the activity of a single optic nerve fiber or gang-

lion cell. Later, Rushton (1949, 1950) showed that in the cat retina the 

discharges of large amplitude probably came from single giant ganglion 

cells scattered throughout the retina. 

The electrodes used in these experiments were much like those 

used by Granit in his later work (1947). The remote electrode consisted 

of a few centimeters of platinum wire of 0. 01 inch diameter. The micro-

electrode consisted of a platinum wire of 25 micra diameter. The wire 

was covered, exáept for a protruding tip, by a glass tube which tapered 

down rapidly toward that tip. A more detailed description of the micro-

electrode and its manufacture is given in Appendix lA. 

The signal voltage appearing between the electrodes was applied to 

the differential input of a batte ry-ope rated pre-amplifier. After ampli-

fication the signal was led to an oscilloscope and displayed on a cathode 

ray tube. A one centimeter deflection corresponded to a signal voltage 

of 7 microvolts. The amplified signal was also applied to a loudspeaker. 

Exact calibration of this system was not necessary, since it was used 

only to detect whether or not a nerve cell discharge occurred following 



the application of various stimuli to the retina. The diphasic impulses of 

a nerve discharge could readily be identified by their characteristic sound 

and their pattern on the oscilloscope screen. They could be distinguished 

from the background noise voltage even when their amplitudes were as low 

as 1 microvàlt, The details of this amplifying and display system are.given 

in Appendix lB. 
The preparation was placed in a special holder which in turn was 

mounted on the stage of a microscope. The construction of the holder 

differed withthe type of preparation and the purpose of the experiment. 

'Therefore, a descr.ption of the holder used is included in the presentation 

of the procedure of each experiment 9  and is not given here, •A micro- 

• manipulatpr, expressly built for the purpose 9  was mounted on one side 

ofthe microscope stage and usedto place and hold the micro-electrode 

on the retina. The microscope and the preamplifier were placed in a 

room lined with copper wire screening, which was grounded to provide 

electrostatic shielding, and so reduce the pickup of stray electric p07

tentials. 
When the precautions mentioned in Appendixes lA and lB were 

taken, this technique provided a simple and dependable means of de-

tecting the electrical activity of a. single retinal ganglion cell. 
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III EXPERIMENTS ON ISOLATED RETINAS 

A number of experiments were performed on' the isolated frog 

retina todeterrnine the suitability of this preparation for a studyof 

the lectraphysio1ogical behavior of the retina and to déterminé  the 

ürce of the ëlèctrical discharges picked up bya micro-electrode 

placed on a frog retina. 

Preparation. 

Rana pipiens or catesbiana were dark-adaptçd for periods of 

from one to two hours at a temperature between 17 and 210  C. They 

were then pithed and the retinas removed by the technique described 

by St. George (195Z).  The retina can be removed intact only if the 

photomechanical dark-adaptation is complete, so that the pigment is 

withdrawn from the cell processes that extend between the rods. Ac-

cording to Arey (1916) this occurs for Rana pipiens only in darkness at 

temperatures from 14 to 190  C. In later and more rigorous experi-

ments, Detwiler and Lewis (19Z6) found that one hour of darkness at 

temperatures of from 180  to 230  C or two hours at 150  to 170  C were 

required for complete contraction of the pigment It was found in these 

experiments that if the adaptation period was much over two hours, 

the pigment expanded again in pipiéns, though not in catesbiana. 

Mounting Apparatus. 

The isolated retina was spread flat on the bottom of a transparent 

shallow dish which was mounted on a microscope stage and filled with 

a liquid medium. A micro-electrode was pressed against the retina 

with its tip kept in the field of view of the microscope. A controllable 

beam of.light'was directed via the microscope mirror up through the 

dish and retina, and acted as the stimulus. (See Appendix,2 for a 

description of the light source.) The electrophysiological technique 

used'wasthatdescribed,inSectionlL •. 
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A simple open dish proved unsuitable since the concentration of 

the medium changed rapidly because of evaporation. A double-walled 

dish with cooling water between the walls gave better results, but the 

best were given by the dripping of cooled medium from a reservoir 

into and out of an open dish. Dripping rather than flowing was used 

• 

	

	because the remote electrode was in electrical contact with the medium 

in the dish, and if the reservoir of mediumwas. also in electrical con- 

• 	tact with that in the dish, the pickup of electrical noise was increased 

several times. 

In one experiment a retina was mounted in a drop of medium
11  

hanging from the roof of a transparent chamber. This gave an excel-

lent microscopic view of the retina and micro-electrode tip. How-

ever, the electrical pickup was very unstable because the retina moved 

too easIly. Movement of the retina was a major difficulty in all the 

• experiments because there was nothing to hold the retina in place ex-

cept the micro-electrode Electrical pickup from a single cell was 

achieved only when the electrode penetrated through the thickness of 

the retina to the discharge site, thus pinning the retina in place against 

the dish Even then the maximum pickup time for a single site was only 

50 minutes Possibly, better results would be given by sandwiching the 

retina between two layers made of medium jelled with agar. 

Medium. The medium used was made by diluting 7 parts of 

Ringer's solution with 1 part of distilled water. 

Electrophysiological. Experiments. 

The micro-electrode was moved, around in the retina until it picked 

up spike-type discharges when the retina was stimulated with white light. 

The whole retina, was illuminated by the light beam. In a few cases 

(when the preparation was very fresh) discharges occurred continuously 

while the light was on, or in a burst when the light was first turned on. 

Usually the discharges occurred only as a burst at the cessation of the 

illumination. It was noted that cooling the retina increased the delay 

between stimulus and response (by Z or3 times at 8 0  C), and in addition 

increased the length of time in which the retina remained responsive. 
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That time could be increased, also, by reducing the intensity and duration 

of the light used to stimulate the retina. Once the responsivity was lost, 

it was not restored by rest in the dark or by addin'g glucose to the medium. 

Th lowest light intensity to wh•ic-han isolated retina gave a response (off-

response) was 2 x 10-5 footcandles at about a 30 second exposure. For a 

retina in situ (see next section) the corresponding threshold, was 10 times 

lower. 

The loss of responsivity is throughtto be a result of the bleaching 

of visual purple by the stimulating light. The unresponsive retinas ap-

peared to have lost some of their color. The maximum time a retina 

remained responsive was two hours. Since an isolated retina without 

pigment epithelium has a negligible regeneration of visual purple (Ewald 

and Kuhn.e(1878) and Hosoya and Sasaki.(1938), th&responsivitycould not 

be expected to return during rest in the dark. 

This preparation should prove useful in a study of visual purple 

synthesis and metabolism. 'For example, the cis-3 isomer of retinene, 

when added to the isolated Tetina, should permit it to synthesize visual 

purple (see Hubbard and Wald (1951, 1952)), and shoula restore the respon-

sivity of the retina. 

Vital Staining Experiments. 

When the micro-electrode had been positioned on an isolated retina 

so that it was picking up electrical discharges indicative of the activity 

of a single cell, a vital stain was gently flowed onto the retina. The stain 

used was made of 0,1 percent inethylene blue chloride (Commission Certi-

fied zinc-free) in medium. After 20 minutes most of the stain was drained 

off with a pipet, and with the aid of a microscope lamp the retina and elec-

trode tip were examined through the microscope without moving either. 

Some of the cells were already stair4, although it was an hour before the 

best definition of these cells was achieved. The electr'ical discharges 

continued tobe picked up until the cells were heavily stained. The depths 

of the cells and of the electrode tip in the retina were obtained by meas-

uring the relative heights of the microscope objective at which they were 

in focus. A diagram of the observations is given in Figure 1 for the 

pipiens retina. 
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It was found that the ganglion cells stained heavily, the nuclei of 

some of the receptor cells lightly, and the outer segments of the rods 

very lightLy. Only a few possible giant ganglion cells were seen, though 

Ramon y Cajal (1894) found several types of large, crescent-shaped 

ganglion cells in Rana temporia retinas. The ganglion cells seen were, 

except for those few, all small and about the same size. This would 

explain why the discharges picked up from the frog retina tend to be 

smaller in voltage and less isolated than those studied in the cat. 

Rushton (1949, 1950) has shown that the large, well-isolated discharges 

of the cat retina are produced by the giant ganglion cells found in that 

retina.' Only those discharges were used in micro-electrode studies of 

the cat retina, so it is realized now that a very non-representative sam-

pling has been made of the retinal ganglion cells in the cat. . There seems 

• to be a tendency to believe that to be true of micro-electrode •studies of 

all retinas. However, in the frog retina the discharges are about equal 

in potential and isolation at all sites, so there is no electrical basis for 

• 	selecting sites. And the microscope examination showed a similar lack 

of anatomical basis for selecting among ganglion cells. Therefore, in 

the frog retina at least, the sampling of ganglion cells in micro-electrode 

studies is likely to be representative. 

The ganglion cells of the frog retina were found to be rather uni-

formly distributed, with an average distance between them of about 

25 micra. This is probably the reason that Granit found (1947, p.  348) 

that a micro-electrode with a tip 25 micra in diameter gave better re-

sults on the frog retina than electrodes with tips larger or smaller in 

diameter. A tip of 25 micra diameter would always touch one of the 

ganglion cells, but seldom more than one, when placed on the frog 

retina. And in this experiment the electrode tip was seen to be just 

touching the ganglion cell layer. 

These microscopic observations were confirmed in three other 

such experiments. In every case the discharges were picked up only 

from the ganglion cell layer. The bipolar'cell layer was specifically 

• tested, with negative results. From the above it can be concluded that 

the electrical discharges picked up from the frog retina by the micro-

electrode technique are soma potentials of the ganglion cells. 
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Conclusions. 

• A method was devised which allowed study of the electrical re - 

sponses to light of the frog retina in vitro for approximately two hours 

On and continuous responses were seldomobserved. 0ff-re-

sponses were observed at thresholds above lO fc. 

The sites from which the electrical responses of the frog, retina 

are picked up by the micro-electrode technique were found to be the 

• • ganglion cell bodies. 

• • 	• 	• 	The sampling of ganglion cell types given by micro-electrode 
• 	• 	studies appears to be representative in the frog retina. 
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IV, EXPERIMENTS ON RETINAS IN SITU 

In this section is described a preparation on which measurements of 

the discharges of a given, retinal ganglion cell could be made for periods up 

to 10 hours. Some of.the responses to l .ight of the preparation are also des- 

cribed. 

Thè Preparation 

A frbgwas dark-adapted for about two hours at ateniperature be-

tween 17 and 21
0 C, then rendered immobile either by complete pithing or 

by curarizing. The complete pithing cnáisted 'In thoroughly disorganizing 

the spinal cord aridbrain by stiring each vigrously with aneedle. In 

such a preparation it seems very unlikely that the central nervous system 

could have any effect on the visual response of the eye. The curarization 

was done by injecting d-tubocurarine into the frogs dorsolateral lymph 

sac; 0. 6 milligram for Rana pipiens and 3 to 4 milligrams for Rana 

catesbiana. A large enough dose was given so that the frog ceased all 

apparent movement, including breathing. In both variations of the pre-

paration the frog was then thinly wrapped in wet gauze and mounted in 

a shallow pool of water so that it could respire through its skin. 

The retina of one of the frogs eyes was exposed by cutting loose 

all the attachments of the nictitating membrane except those at its main 

artery, sewing open the eyelid, cutting off the cornea, and removing 

the lens. Preliminary experiments had shown that care had to be taken 

not to cut any major blood vessels in the nictitating membrane, eyelid, 

iris, and retina as otherwise blood would seep into the eye and greatly 

reduce the amount of the light stimulus reaching the retina. 

The frog was mounted in a pool of water on a microscope stage, 

the remote electrode hooked through a thread in the eyelid, and the 

micro-electrode positioned on the retina, Movement of the micro-

electrode during positioning was observed through the microscope with 

a low power objective. A position was chosen at which the response to 

light of some one ganglion cell was dominant, and the response to various 

light stimuli observed. (See Section II). Rays from the light source 

(see Appendix 2) were directed by mirror and prism onto the eye of the 

frog. 
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The curarized frogs tended to remain in good conditionionger than 

the pithed frogs. In fact, it proved perfectly feasible to allow a curarized 

frog to recover, after the ecperiment (it grew a:newcornea) and then ex 

periment on the same eye weeks or even months later. And, of course, 

the other eye could also be used. 

In about one-third of the preparations some substance in the eye 

jelled around the microe1ectrode and held it veryfirmly in place; and, 

in these, measurements could be maO for as long as 10 hours from a 

• single gang]io.n cell. In other preparations about 3 hours was the maximum 

• for measurement of a single ganglion cell, because the micro-electrode 

usually shifted away from the cell in that time. 

Types of Response to Light. 

Nrmal Responses On illumination of the frog retina, various pat-

terns.of discharge of the ganglion cell were ob:served. The usual patterns 

were; (a) a burst of impulses at the start of illumination, the "on-re s-

pOnse"; (b) a burst of impulses at the cessation. of illumination, .the "off-

response"; and (c) a continuous discharge of impulses during illuminatior 

the "continuous response". In the dark-adapted eye the on and off-re s-

p.onses were those most frequently found, and often both were observed 

from the same ganglion cell. All this is in agreement with the findings 

of Hartline (1938) and Granit and Svaetichin (1939). Occasionally there 

were observiinthe dark-adapted eye two othertypes of response; (d) 

a continuous discharge of impulses that ceased during the illumination; 

(e) a continuous discharge of impulses that was unaffected by the illumina-

tion. These responses were previously observed by Granit (1947, see 

pp. 95, If,), especially in the mammalian eye. 

Oscillatory Responses. In experiment number 38, done on a healthy 

dark-adapted bullfrog, Site number 2 had been observed for 14/2 hours 

when suddenly, and for no apparent reason, its responses changed from 

the normal on and off-responses. Instead of the normal diphasic im-

pulses the responses  were made up of 'modulated groups of sine waves. 

(See Figure 2). The sine waves had the same maximum amplitude of 

potential as had the spike impulses, (about 20 microvolts), and the same 
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• 	frequency (estimated to bebetwe:en 300 and 500 Cps)., After about 10 minutes 

the oscillatiohs% were more and more often.replaced by normal impulses in 

the response, until finally the responsel was always normal. 
• 	In experiment number. 45, done on a starved leopard frog (see below), 

toward the end of the experiment injury discharges were produced from 

• 	the retina by pressure of the micro-electrode. At one position on the re- 

tina it was observed that the resulting continuous discharge of spiketype 

• impulses occasion•allyalte red to sine wave oscillations of the same amp 

litude (15 microvolts) and same frequency (between 100 and ZOO cps). Os-

cillatory potential waves have been observed in nerve .fibers by a number 

of experimenters, but their relation to normal nerve impulses is not yet 

understood. The subject is reviewed by Hodgkin (1951). 

Influence of the Central Nervous System on Retinal Response. 
• . 	 PIthed frogs (in which the central nervous system was not function 

ing) showed the same responses to light as did curarized frogs. • Since in 

the latter the central nervous system was intact and unaffected by the d-

tubocurarine (see McIntyre., 1947; Cordes and Mullen, 1951) the inference 

maybe drawn that the central nervous system has little influence on the 

ganglion cell responses of the frog retina. Granit and Helme (1939) found, 

similarly, that antidromic stimulation of the frog optic nerve had no effect 

whatsoever on the .electroretinogram. 

Absolute Thresholds. 

In Table I on the next page are listed some of the minimum absolute 

thresholds, for off or onresponse to light of a retinal ganglion cell which 

were observed for a number of different cells. Note that these thres-

holds are of the same order of magnitude as the one threshold for con-

tinuous response which is also listed. An intensity was considered thres- 

• 	hold when it provoked a response 3 times in 4 consecutive stimulations. 
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• TABLEI 

VALUES OF THRESHOLD LIGHT INTENSITY FOR VARIOUS RESPONSES 
OF RETINAL GANC LION CELLS 

Experi- . . • Stimu- .... 
ment . 	. 

Species 
. 

Treatment 
.• 

Type 
lation 

Threshold and Seconds 
Site . 

.• 	Response .. . ., 	Intensity 
On 	Off Log10  fc 

38-2 BF p on 10 	10 -5 7 * 

44-1 LF c on 10. 	10 -3.6 

44-1 LF c off 	. 10 	10 -4.3 

45-1 LF 	. c off 10. 	5 ,. 	 . 	•5o * 	. 

49-2 BF p on 10 	•, 	10 -4.5 * 

49-2 BF p off 10 	10 -4 3 * 

502 BF p off 10 	10 -2.4 

50-3 BF p .off 10 	10 -1.8 * 

54-1 	• BF p on 5 	10 -3.6 * 
.54-1 BF p . 	 off 5 	10 -5. 1 '* 

54-2 	• BF p off 5 	10 -5. 6 * 

54-5 BF p on 5 	10 -40 

54-5 BF p off 5 	10 -4.0 

54-6 BF p on 5 	10 -3.6 * 

54-6 BF 	• off 5 	10 -3.9. * 

55-1 BF c 	• . 	con 5 	10 -5.4 

55-2 BE c,  on 5 	10 -4. 3 

55-2 BF c . off 5 	10 • 	-4. 3 

.553 	• BF C on 5 	10 -5.2 * 

55-4 EF c 	• on 5 	10 -4.2 *• 

55-5 BF c on 5 	10 -4.0 * 

55-5 	. BF c. • 	off 5 	10 -4.4 * 

55-6 BE c on 5 	10 -5 	1 * 

55-6 • BE c off 	• 5 	10 -5. 1 *• 

BF, Rana catesbiana, LF, Rana pipiens,p, pithed, c, curarized, con, 

continuous response; *, thoroughly dark-adapted. 
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Abnormal Retina. 

; In experiment number 50 the retina ofa bullfrog. was found to have 

an unusually high threshold to light (see Table I). Much of the retina was 

explored with the micro-electrode and a high threshold found at each site. 

The retina appeared a granular dark gray when dark-adapted and a met- 

allic medium gray when light-adapted'. : No markings or blood vessels were 

noticeable on the retina to the unaided eyei In contrast to this, the nor-

mal frog retina appeared a deep red in color when dark-adapted and a 

light pink when light-adapted, and retinal blood.vessels were usually, 

noticeable. It is thought that the normal markings and color of the retina 

were hidden by a layer of dark pigment on its exposed, inner surface. This 

. abnormal retina will be discussed further in Section V.U. 

Effect of Starvation on Retinal Re sponsivity. 

The retinal responses to light of a Randl. pipiens starved for 2-1/2 

.months were, found (experiment 44) to be normal except for slightly slower 

adaptation to chang'esin illumination level. After 2-1/2 months of further 

starvation the frog 1 s remaining eye was dark-adapted and then tested by the 

micro-electrode technique. No electrical activity of any kind could be de-

tected at its ganglion cells. The injection of 2. 6 mg of glucose caused the 

electrical activity to quickly rise to normal. Following this the respons-

ivity to light slowly increased to normal After about 1-1/2 hours the light 

responses ceased and in another hour the electrical activity disappeared. 

i%n Injectibn of 50', 000 units of vitamin Ain 0.4 cc of fish liver oil res-

tored normal activity and' responsivity for 5 hours. Then an injection of 

3. 5 mg of glucose restored them for 10 hours. 

From these observations it appears that retinal response of the 

starved frog ceased because of lack of an energy, source for the gang 

lion cells (and, possibly, for the other retinal nerve cells and the visual 

cells) rather than because of lack of vitamin A. 

Conclusions.. 	 .. 	 . 	 . 

A preparation was developed which permitted measurements for 

periods up to 10 hours of the electrical, discharges of single ganglion cells 

in the frog retina 
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• 	Stimulation of the retina with light usually.cau.sed these discharges 

to appear continuously during the illumination or inbursts at the onset or 

cessation of the illumination. 

On two occasions ganglion cells were observed to give oscillatory 

discharges instead of the normal spike-type. . 	•• 

The central nervous system was found to have no effecton the 

threshold retinal responses studied.by  the micro-electrode technique. 

The absolute thresholds to light were determined for off, on and 

continuous responses. 	 . 

One bullfrog retina, having an unusual, gray coloration on its inner 

surface, was found to have an unusually high threshold for. response to 

light. 	 . . 	 . 

The retina of a single starved frog was observed to show no electric-

al activity of its ganglion cells. Injections of glucose and of fish liver 

oil, each, restored the electrical activity and the retina's responsivity 

tolight. 	 .. 	 . 	. 	 . 	 . 
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V. CHANGES IN THE INTENSITY DISCRIMINATION OF THE FROG 
RETINA WITH CHANGES IN' ITS ADAPTATION STATE 

Procedure.  

Measurements were made of the ability of frog retinas to detect 

changes in illumination. The in situ preparations. and the, technique 

described in the preceding section were used, .. and the responsivities 

of 'ganglion cells'.which gave both on and off-responses were measured. 

One beam of the light source (see Appendix 2) was left on continuously 

to provide the adapting light. The, other beam was flashed on and off 

.peribdical.ly to provide the light intensity change,, Al. Its intensity was 

adjusted until it evQked 3 responses in 4 successive stimulations, and 

this .wës called the threshold AL The retinal area, illumin,ated by both 

beams was .always the entire. area exposed: behind the pupil. 

Whenever the a4apting illumination was changed, the threshold 

At changed immediately and continued changing for 3 to 12 rninute :s. 

When it had been constant for 2 minutes the retina was considered to 

have reached a steady State of adaptation. 

Results. 

One of the most complete sets of measurements on a single 

ganglion cell is shown in Figure 3. There the logarithm of the steady 

state threshold Al/I is plotted against logarithm of the adapting inten-

sity, I. (Note that for the off -response, I is the sum Al and the con-

tinuous illumination.) The areas around each point represent the un-

certainties in the data.. The resulting curve has the same shape as sim.-

ilar graphs for human intensity discrimination (Craik, 1938; Hecht, 

1934; Blackwell, 1946). 

In 1948 it was pointed out by Rose that the reliability of informa-

tion the retina could supply about changes in intensity was limited by 

random fluctuations in the number of quanta absorbed in the primary 

photo-process of the retina. He derived on the basis of information 

theory that for a fixed reliability of the information at all adapting in-' 

tensities, At/I = (k 2 /gteh2 t) '2 ; where k is a measure of the reliability 

of the information, 9 is the fraction of absorbed quanta that have an 
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effect on the response of the eye, te  is the exposure time, and h 2  is the 

retinal area illummated He found that data for the human eye at medium 

and low adapting intensities fitted this equation 

From Rose's equation it can be predicted that a plot of log LI/I ver-

sus log I to the same scale would-have a slope of -1/2. This was true for 

the human eye It is also true for the straight line portion of the curve for 

the frog retina.shown in Figure 3 and the three additional curves shown 

in Figure 4, 

A further check on Rose's equation is provided by holding I con-

stant and varying te•  From the equation, a plot of log I/I versus log 

te.wou.ld have a slope of -1/2. Such a plot, determined for one frog 

retina, is shown in Figure 5. A systematic error was introduced into 

the data by the fact that as te  was increased, the Al light was on a lar-

ger fraction of the time. This made the effective adapting illumination 

greater and increased threshold AI above the value it would have had 

if the effective adapting illumination had remained constant, and de-

creases the slope of the plot of log I/:I  versus iogt. From the graph 

it can be seen that the data give a slope of a little less. than -1/2, again 

confirming Roselb prediction. 

O'Brien (1951) has stated; "Since the loss of illumination discrim-

ination with lowered illumination level occurs even for very large re-

tinal areas, it seems probable that the dominant cause lies in the cen-

tral nervous system beyond the retina, and probably in the cortex. " 

The results reported above indicate that to the contrary, the change 

of illumination discrimination with illumination level is a retinal pro-

perty. 	 - 	 - 

A further comparison can be made among the curves found for 

the different frog retinas by use of Rose's equation, which canbe re-

written as log (I (zI/I) 2te ) = log (k2/9h2 ) The first term can be de-

termined from the data of each curve, and is listed in Table II. 9 for 

the dark-adapted frog will be taken as 0.2 (see p.95 for the computa-

tion). Then if k is assumed to have the value 5 found by Rose fOr the 

human eye, and one fc of white light is considered equivalent to 1. 4 x 
4. 	2 	 2 10 quanta/j. -sec, the value of h can be calculated. The. results, - 
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listed in Table II, range from 0. 3 to 230 }L. The area h2  should corres-

pond to the retinal field of the ganglion cell measured, that is, to the 

area on the retina whose illumination would cause an electrical discharge 

of the ganglion cell Hartline (1938) found this area to be about 500 11 in 

diameter for threshold illumination of a bullfrog retina Microscopic 

examination of stained Rana pipiens retinas showed that on the average 

there was one ganglion cell for every 4002, so that the retinal field 

of the ganglion cell could be expected to be at least that large0 

For experiment number 44 (see Figure 5) the calculated value of 
2 

hi was 230 j. 	The other calculated values of h were all very much 

smaller. The reason for this is not known0 

TABLE II 

t, 	Ex-. Adapt- 

Run: Response 
e 

posure ation 
Level 

Log of 
It 	(I/I) 2  h2  

Log of 
Threshold 

Time 
s e c I, 	fc 

e 
fc-sec 

in 	2 Intensity 
fc 

50-3B off 	' 10 varies .0. 55 0003 -1.8 

50-3A off 10 	' varies -0.88 0.07 -1.8 

38-3C off 10 varies .02.42 2.2 (-3.2, 

56-8 off 5 	. varies -2.60 3.4 -4.5 

55-6 on, off . 	 5 varies -3,53 29 -5. 1 

44-1 off varies 2.16xl0 4  -4.44 230 

Run 44 was made on a Ranapipiens; the other runs on Rana. catesbiana. 

The spread in the calculated values of h 2  can be explained to 

a large extent on the grounds that for some retinas only a small frac-

tión of the light incident on the eye actually reached the receptor' cells. 

Thus, in experiment 56 the pupil was observed to be greatly constricted 

and it was likely, that the retinal field of the ganglion cell tested was 

shadowed by the iris. The retina of experiment 50 was found to have 

been abnormal in that it contained a dark pigment, which covered the 

receptor cells. Then, the intensity thresholds of these two retinas 

'should have been higher than those of normal retinas, and as can be 

seen from Table II, they were' higher, and by about the 'same factor 

that log (I (LI/I)2te) was. higher. 
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Conclusions 

The intensity discrimination of retinas, as shown by the relative 

change in light intensity needed to produce on:or off-responses, was 

determined from the responses of on-off type ganglion cells. 

The intensity discrimination was found to increase if either adapt- 

ing illumination or exposure time was increased It varied with these 

two factors in the manner pr.edictedby Rose (1948) from the application 

of information theory to the random absorption of quanta by the primary 

photo-process of the retina. 

The change of intensity  discrimination with illumination level 

was found to be much the same in the frog retina as it is in human 

vision, indicating that the change in humans, also, is a retinal pro- 

..perty.. 

/ 
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VI. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON THE ROENTGEN 
RAY PHOSPHENE 

• 	•• Limitations of the Review.. 

In the reviewsgiven inthis and the following sections the em-

phasis is entirely on the ability of roentgen rays and radium radiations 

to. arouse visUal sensations. No mention is.made of their ability to 

injurelivingtissue; those interested are referred to reviews of this 
* 

topic in (11, 29, 87, 99) . It is quite likely that a. number of subjects 

had their.eyes seriously damaged in some of the early experiments 

describedbelow; experiments performed before the pathological 

activity of therays and radiations was fully recognized. The later 

experimenters avoided injury by limiting carefully the amount lof tissue 

irradiated and the total radiation dose given that tissue. A discussion 

of the precautions necessary can be found in (76). 

The First of the Roentgen Ray Literature. 

When Roentgen announced the discovery of a new kind of ray in 

November, 1895, he set off a burst of excitement which, fifty-seven 

years later, is still sugingthrough the scientific world. : As the news 

of his discovery spread, sometimes in great leaps and bounds, some-

times in a slow crawl, throughout Europe and AmericaIaboratory 

after laboratory was galvanized into activity. Apparatus was hastily 

collected and modifjed to produce the new rays (sometimes in a single 

day), Roentgen's experiments were excitedly repeated, andthe results 

were rushed into print. As a consequence, the scientific literature of 

1896 and 1897 abounds with reports on independent repetitions of Roent-

gen's experiments and their more obvious modifications. 

Penetrability of the Eye to Roentgen Rays 

In his first announcement in 1895 (85) Roentgen had reported that 

the newly discovered iys: (he termed them x-rays, but most scientists 

called them roentgen rays in his honor) were not v.jsible to the eye, 

* This is the number under which the reference is listed in the 
"Bibliography of the Roentgen Ray and Radium Radiations Phosphenes", 
Section VIII. 	 • 



in spite of their being able to penetrate the media of the eye.'In Feb-

ruary, 1896, Salvioni (90) and Darieux and de Rochas (27) reported that 

they had placed parts of eyes on photographic plates, and exposed the 

plates to roentgen rays. From the dense shad9ws left on the plates 

they concluded that the eye media, particularlythe lens, were quite 

impermeable to the rays, and they attributed the lack of sensitivity of 

the eye to the inability of the rays to reach the retina. In March, 1896, 

Battelli (7) published the results of a very careful quantitative deter-

mination of the relative transparency of various tissues to the roentgen 

rays. He, too, found the eye media to be opaque to, them. To avoid 

the shielding of the retina by the media, he used aphakic (lensless) eyes 

when testing for sensitivity to the rays. He also directed the rays from 

the temporal side at normal eyes .which were turned inward, so that 

only the thin sclera had to be traversed by the rays before they struck 

the retina. In no case was any visual sensation aroused. His were 

the first of many independent, unsuccessful trials, with aphakics, such 

as were made by Dwelshauwers-Dery (34), Gallernaerts (42),  .Harnisch 

(56), Crzellitzer (24), and Guilloz (54) in 1896, and.by Cowl and Levy-

Dorn (23),, in 1897. 

The eye media, were again reported to.be impermeable, by the 

following authors, with Harnisch (56), Chalupecky (21), and Antonelli 

(2), finding the lens especially opaque, and Brandes (17, 18) finding 

the vitreous' body expecially opaque. However, in 1.896, Wuilomenot 

(101), Bullot (20) found all the ocular media to be somewhat permeable 

and Gallemaerts (42) found, the lens to be quite permeable to the roent-

gen rays.. Later experimenters, Destot and Berard (30), Scholtz (91), 

and Birch-Hirschfeld (11) found all the ocular media to be qui'te perme..-

able. These conflicting reports led to confusion and controversy which 

were not resolved until several 'years later when the physical nature 

of roentgen rays was better understood. It was then realized that the 

penetrating power of roentgen rays depended on the voltage used in 

their production and the atomic number of the material used for the 

target. Their intensity was foundto depend on the current used in 

,their production and on the distance from the target. 	, , 
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The Early Roentgen Ray Apparatus 

The éa.rly workers had produced roentgen rays by applying a high 

voltage between two electrodes in a partially evacuated' tube. The gas 

in the tube was ionized by the electric field and the resulting positive 

iOns colle'téd at the cathode. The resulting electrons were accelerated 

áay from the cathde and when they collided with the atoms of the tar- 

roentgen rays were produced. The current was kept quite 'small 

'"cué othèr'wiE' è the gas in the 'tube wld have been quickly used up 

and the current greatly reduced. Later designs provided.for automatic 

renewal of the gasp and permitted heavier currents. 

However, the size :f  the current was usually limited by the 

design Of the high voltage supply. At first electrostatic generators 

such as thO'Wirnshürstmachine were used, but these weresoon aban-

doned bec'auie of their dependence on a dry atmosphere. The usual 

power supply was an 'induction coil whose primary was connected through 

an interrupter to a set of batteries, and whose secondary was connected 

to a -  spark gap and the roentgen ray tube. Occasionally a Tesla coil was 

connected between the' secondary winding and the roentgen tube and pro-

vided high frequency oscillation.s of very high voltage but very low cur-

rent. The voltage and current output of these early power supplies' 

varied' greatly from one to the next. 

- The matérial of the targets also varied greatly. In the Crookes 

'tube (called the Hittorf tube in Germany) the electron stream stru'ck the 

glas wall of the tube. In other tubes the anode was used as the target. - 

- , - It 'was at first made of aluminum but platinum later became the standard 

- - material. The availability and distribution of the roentgen rays generated 
- - 
	was improved in later designs by setting the anode at 45 degrees to the 

electron stream and by curving the cathode so that the electron stream 

converged' onto a small area on the anode. This was the so-called 

focus tube. A more complete description of the early apparatus is 

g'ivn in "X-rays, Past and Present", by V. E. Pullin and W. "Jo Wilt-

shire, 1927, Ernest Benn Ltd., London, 

Taking all the above factors into consideration, "it seems certain 

- that the differences reported in the permeability of the eye media can be 

attributed to differences in the penetrating power and intensity of the 

roentgen rays used in the measurements. Actually the eye is quite 

I 
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transparent to the rays from a modern roentgen ray genera.tor operated 

at 50 kiovolts or more, 	 .. 

Doubtful Visual Effects and Cures, of Blindness Resulting from the Use - 

of Roentgen Rays 

Meanwhile scientists had continued to look for visual effects 

of the roentgen rays. In March, 1896, it was reported (35) that Edison 

had had sore eyes 'after working with roentgen raysTfor sev&ral hours, 

and that Morton saw brilliant flashes of light after discontinuing work. 

However, Other experimenters, Swinton and Stanton, repo'rted no effects 

whatsoever on their vision, 

In November 1896. Clark (22) discovered that'a blind boy,T  whose 

previous visual ability hadbeen limited' to distinguishing light from dark, 

was able to recognize on a fluoroscope screen theroentgen ray shadows 

of small objects such as nails' and keys. Edison (37) was quick to point 

outthat it was the light rays from the screen, not the roentgen rays, 

that stimulated the boys vision. Clark's later experiments with other 

blind are open to the same criticism. 	' 

Stephenson and Walsh wrote in 1899 (94) that many so-called 

cur'es of blindness with roentgen rays may have dealt with hysterical 

blindness, and that none that Walsh had investigated coUld.stand critical 

examination. The case reported in December 1896 by Bell (8)seerns to 

merit such a label. A man, who had suddenly become blind in middle 

age and did not notice an al-c lamp a few feet from his face, was able 

to recogniz.e small objects silhouetted against the light from .a fluoro-

scope screen or from the fluorescing glass of the roentgen tube. 

Discovery and History of the True Roentgen Ray Phosphene. 

In May 1896, Brandes announced in a preliminary report (17) 

that he and Darn had been able to produce a visual sensation with roent-

gen ras in a blindfolded aphakic. What was niore, when they did a 

control experiment with normals, these,' also, received a visual àen-

sation. Brandes and Darn had used a powerful induction coil and a 

tube' having one of its walls (that struck by electrons ?) coated with 

rubidium iodide. The importance of this was shown when they'found 

that only one other tube among many tested also gave a visual sensa-

tion.  
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In November 1896, Edison reported (36) being able to see the 

.roe.ttgen ray shadow of one hand even though his êyeswëre covered by 

• the other hand. And.in December 1896 he was able to repeat this with 

•a blind girl (37) 

Robarts (83) and .Destot and Berard (30) were reported to have 

found that blind persons who could perceive light coul4 also perceive 

the roentgen ray shadows cast on the eye, and (Robrts) even recognize 

the shadows of small lead letters. 

In 1897 Brandes and Dorn published a fuller account of their ex-

periments (18), and their results were soon confirmed by Strauss (95), 

Bardet (5), and Harrison (57) and Roentgen, . in his third communica.tion 

regarding the rays (86), retracted his earlier statement and announced 

that he, too, found the rays able to evoke visual sensations. 

The visibility of roentgen rays was again reported in 1898 (40), 

1901 (24, 60), 1905 (10), and 1906 (1, 15) Then it seems to have been 

forgotten, and as late as 1931 (29) roentgen rays were considered in-

visible. In 1932 Taft (96) and Pine (81) independently rediscovered 

that visibility,, and. further reports were published in 1934 (46), 1938 

(89), 1940 (77), 1941 (76), 1942(51), 1945 (50, 92), 1946 (93), and 1947 

(9,, 63).. 

Doubts as to the Reality of the Roentgen Ray Phosphene. 

'Cowl and Levy-Dorn.'in 1897 strenuously objected (23) to the con-

lusion that roentgen rays could arouse a se'nsationof light in the eye. 

They had done repeated exper.iment.s with many normal' and aphakic 

subjects,' and believed that whatever light sensations were perceived 

could.•be explained as (a) an involuntarily produced accomodation phos-

phene, or (b) an effect of the electric discharge, or (c) the "light chaos", 

Dorn (32) showed that even when his ciliary muscles were para-

lyzed by homatropine., he still perceived a light sensation from roent-

gen irradiation of his eyes. Therefore this sensation was not the one 

that is produced by a change'of accommodation of the eyes. 

Dorn and Brandes also proved (17, 18, 32) that the light sensa-

tion was not caused by the electric discharge used in the generation of 

the roentgen rays. They, showed, (a) that interposing a thin,, aluminum 

sheet between the 'discharges and the eye did not stop the sensation, 
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(b) interposing a piece of plate glass did stop the sensation, (c) rotating 

the roentgen tube away fromthe eyes or reversing the connectionS to the 

tube stopped the sensation,(d)  no light sensation was arousedwhen the 

tube was removed and the induction coil or Tesla coil spark discharges 

were brought quite near the head. A similar proof was furnished by 

Bardet (5). 

That the light chaOe .(the continually altering light patterns which 

introspectively are noticeable in complete darknesS) was not the same 

as the sensati9n aroused by roentgen rays was shown by the difference 

in appearance, particularly since recognizable shadows could be pro-

duced in the roentgen ray light sensation. 

In 1901 Crzellitzer, working in Cowl's laboratory with improved 

roentgen ray apparatus, demonstrated (24) to both Cowl' s and his satis-

factiOn that roentgen rays were visible to the normal eye, and thus 

ended the controversy. 

Appearance of the.Roentgen Ray Phosphene. 

The phosphene produced by roentgen irradiation of the entire 

eye has. been described (9,  10, 15, 50, 96) as a homogeneous luminous 

glow that filled the entire visual field. 

Dark - Adaptation. It was found by all experimenters that the 

eye had to be dark-adapted before the roSntgen.ray phosphene could be 

seen, and certain of them emphasized this fact (5, 57 1  81, 82, 96, 9). 

Jalet and Olivier(63) ncted that the length of dark-adaptation required 

to see the roentgen rays varied greatly among 100 normals; some even 

saw the rays immediately on entering the dark. Newell and Borley (76) 

were the first to make a quantitative study of this phenomenon. They 

determined in one subject the time course of the just visible roentgen 

ray intensity during dark - adaptation. (See Figure 6). 

Color. The color of the phosphene has been described as a 

clear oa1e scent green by Bossalino (15, 16); as a clear, bright, 

shining yellow by Crzellitzer (24); as a diffuse bluish green by Godfrey, 

Schencic and SilcQx (50); as a very desaturated yellow-green by Newell 

(personal communication); and as white for one eye of a subject and 

greenish-blue for the other by Jalet and Olivier (63). Belucci (9) 
found that the roentgen ray phosphene remained unchanged in color 

0 
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as the voli,age varied between 50. andl80 kilp.volts. :The.coior  did depend 

qn, current, being a uniform yellowgreen at median values nd changing 

toward blue with smaller, currents (about 4 ma) and towar4 yellow with 

larger. currents (about. 80 ma) 	 .. 	 •.: 	 .:..i 

Variation inSensitivity Acrossthe Retina, A:nurnbe of authors 

have observed that the roentgen ray phosphene, particularlywiih a weak 

stimulus, .appas brighter, in the peripheral, visual  field than in the cen-

tral field (18, 24,  .60.,.. 63) ...Bellucci.(9), first found that a fine beam of 

roentgen .rays aimed so as to.pa.ss through the retina first at the ora 

.,srrata,ad again posterior.to the equator was perceived a s two spots 

of light, the more po.ster.ior.one (produced at the ora serrata)appear-

ing brighter. .Bo.ssalino (15.). found that irradiation from.the side of the 

eye was seen as brighter in the per.iphral: visualfie.ld Both experi- 

mente r s fo..und that with..  irradiation from the front of tbe.whole  .e.ye , 

the entire visual field .appeared homàgeneot.is Brandesand Porn (18) 

described the phosphene as an Outer bright ring which was wider and 

brighter on the temporal and upper sides and was filled with a weak 

diffuse light The variation in areaL density of rods across the retina 

does not parallel this variation in brightness of the phosphene, and the 

basis of the latter variation is still unknown 

Himstedt and Nagel (60) noted that with lateral irradiation of 

the whole eye, the greatest brightness was perceived on that side of 

the visual field on which the roentgen tube was actually located How-

ever, when they passed a fine beam laterally through the eye from the 

temporal side, the more temporal light spot (produced at the nasal 

retina) appeared less bright than the nasal spot This latter ,  observa-

tion can be explained by the absorption of the beam as it passed from 

the temporal retina through the vitreous body to the nasal retina Their 

first observation is still unexplained 

Appearance of Roentgen Ray Shadows Detailed descriptions of 

the spatial appearance of the phosphene were given by Strauss. (95) for 

a pencil beam, Bellucci (9) and Rushton (89) for a ribbon beam, Bos-

salino (15) for a cruciform team,. and Crzellitzer (24) for the shadow 

of a lead sheet Briefer descriptions were given by other authors 

(18, 32, 51, 57, 63, 75, 77, 81, 82, 86, 96, 98) 	In every case the 

appearance can be explained in the following terms (a) The roentgen 
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rays are not refracted by the ocular media and therefore pass through 

the eye in straight lines (b) Wherever the rays intersect the partial 

sphere of the retina, an area of excitation is produced if the ray flux 

is above threshold intensity. (c) The resulting phosphene is perceived 

as whatever external light source would produce on the retina of the 

normal eye a light image that would excite just that area of retina, ex-

cited by the roentgen rays For example, if a 1-1/2 mm diameter cy-

lindrical beam of roentgen rays were aimed so as to intersect the 

macular retina at right angles, a 1-1/2 mm diameter circular patch of 

the macular retina would be excited by the rays. That same retinal 

patch would be excited by a5 degree disk of light viewed straight ahead, 

and, in fact, the roentgen ray phosphene aroused is seen as. a 5 degree 

disk of light located straight ahead. Similarly, IL that roentgen ray - 

beam were aimed so as to intersect the upper nasal retina at an acute 

angle, an oval patch of retina would be excited by the rays, and the re-

sulting phosphene would be an oval patch of light with a. minor axis 5 

degrees across seen in t.he lower temporal visual field. 

As .a corollary, the roentgen ray shadow of an object.would 

appear much larger than the object and reversed left for right and 

up for down as it indeed does. This was recognized by Braun (19), 

as well as by many other early workers. Crzellitzer (25) calculated 

that on the basis of avisual resolution threshold for light of one miii-

ute of arc, an object 4.4 microns in size should cast a just visible 

roentgen ray shadow, But he was confusing resolving power with 

detecting power - 4. 4 microns would be the separation of two shadows 

that could just be seen as two. Also he was assuming that the foveal 

cones would be sensitive to roentgen rays, and that has not been dem-

onstrated. Another corollary is the possibility of a ray intersecting 

the retina at two points and producing two corresponding spots of light,. 

as was, observed by Himstedt and Nagel. . (see page 33). 

It was shown by Pine (81) that fL appropriately diffe.rent patterns 

of roentgen  rays were presented to the two eyes., a stereoscopic effect 

could be produced in.the phosphene. 	 . 
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Scotomas of the Fovea and the Blind Spot. A number of experi-

menters have tried to d ete rmine  whether cones responded to roentgen 

rays by'searching for an insensitive 'regiOn 'of the retina corresponding 

to the rod-free area of the fovea. Dorn (53) scanned the retina with. a 

0.4 'mm wide ribbon of roentgen rays:and found no'scotoma'. With 1.6 

and 2.0 mm diameter 'pencil beams he found that the'spot of light dis-

appeared only in one (nasal) location, 'which corresponded to the head 

of the optic'nerve. Godfrey,' Schenck and Silcox (50) got the same re- 

sults wIth a one mm 'dam'eter beam, 'and concluded that cones responded
11  

to roentgen rays. Ho'èver they apparently believed that the rod-free 

area was about the same' size as the optic nerve head - about 6 visual 

degrees wide, corresponding to 1, 8 mm on the retina. Presentday 

belief is that the rod-free' area is not larger than 1/2 degree (0.15 mm) 

in dIameter. So only a beam of less 'than 0.15 mm diameter would be 

small enough t' show any' insensitivity of that area, and no conclusions 

can proper.y be drawn from their results. 

'Pine (81, 82) reported 'that the subject could not' recognize his  

blind spot., but'if the eye 'were' extremely sensitive from being in the 

"dark for a long time and if very f'eeble'rays were used, a faint indica-

tiOn of the' blind spot might be obtained. Newell and Borley (76) found 

that roentgen rays shOwed'a"relative central scotoma for low intensi- 

tiesa  
Stimulus Threshold Brandes and Dorn (18) noticed that their 

observers showed varied sensitivities. Newell and Borley in 1941 (76) 

were the only ones to'measure the thieshold roentgen ray intensity 

required to produce the phosphene in 'humans. They found that for an 

area of I square mihimétér on the retina, the threshold 'varied from 

0. 5 to,,.l. 4 r/minute in three subects 

Reciprocity of Area and Intensity of Stimulus - Ricco's Law .  

'Brandes (17)' nOtIced that for a fixed' rOentgen ray intensity, a beam 

through a small holein a lead sheet was not perceived, but a beam 

through a 2 mm. 'hole was. Crellitzer (26) used a fixed intensity 

with an adjustable suar'e diaphragm viewed centrally. 'He found 

that the phosphene varied between ne'verperceived and continuous- 

perceived as the diaphragm was varied from 2,,0 to 2. 5 mm on a side. 
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Gifford and Barth (46), using 5 to 10 milliamperes (and probably a 

distance from eye to target of 10 to 20 cmand a voltage of between .0 

and 100 kiovolts) D  found that a .0.2 mm diameter:beam could just be 

perceived. Newell and Borley (76) found that the ..pro'ductof intensity 

and area was a constant for each of two observers for area from 0. 025 

to 0.60 mm2 ; this was for patterns of roentgenrays 0.3 to 1.7mm 

wide, the latter value corresponding to a 6 degree.visual image. 

Afterglow;: Braun (19) believed that the roentgen ray image 

persisted on the retina, but he did not give the basis for his b:elief. 

Taft. (96) and Jalét and Olivier (63) found that the sensation of light 

ceased as soon as the roentgen rays weie stopped, with, no afterglow. 

This is what would be expect.ed on the basis of the reports (.5, 18) 

that the phosphene flickered, in synchronism with a low frequency 

(1 to 10 cp.$) alternating current applied to the roentgen ray generator. 

Persistence of Vision Bellucci (9) placed between the eye 

and the roentgen ray source a metal disk having 1 mm diameter holes 

at 3 and 6 mm from the c,enter When the disk was spun rapidly, the 

subject saw two conce,ntric circles of light. 

Appearance to Colorblind. Dorn (33) reported that a totally 

colorblind subject saw as "dazzling' and "almost blinding" the roent-

gen ray intensity that a normal saw a.s only modeitely b.right. Nagel 

(74) contended that Dorn's subject may have been better dark-adapted 

than the normal because of the habit of most total colorblinds of keep-

ing their eyes half shut against bright light. Nagel found that a totally 

colorblind subject saw the viva.l field brightened under the action of 

"moderately strong" roentgen rays, ,even when she had just come 

from a bright room; and she saw the phosphene more clearly after 

she had been in the dark for some time.,. so it seems that some total 

colorblinds are more sensitive than normals to roentgen rays, and 

this may be caused either wholly or in part by their better dark-

a4aptation. Further, investigation of this phenomenon is needed, 

Murani (72) tested four "red-green blind" children and found that, 

they could not perceive the roentgen rays, but it isn't reported whe-

ther normals could either, with his apparatus. 



Appearance to Blind. It was found (9, 15, .30, 37, 40, 4.6, 50, 

63, 76, 81, 83) that those blind who could distinguish between light and 

dark could perceive roentgen rays. The appearance to them was like 

that to the normal except whe ..e abnormalities of the retina were in-

volved Jalet and .Olivier (63) reported that a patient having a uni-

lateral cataract, probably of endocrrnal origin, perceived the roentgen 

rays on that side a s dimmer and as "gritty" in appearance, Another 

patient had a bilateral cataract, recently operated on theright eye. 

He perceived a luminous bluish sensation on the right and a much more 

intense white light on the left when exposed to the rays. 

Mode of Action of Roentgen Rays on the Visual System. 

A number Of suggestions have been made in the literature.as  

to the means by which the roentgen rays act on the visual system All 

of these are based on the concept that the roentgen rays initiate in the 

eye a chain of processes which links up somewhere along the chain 

Of processes initiated in the eye by light, so that from there on the 

processes are the same (and the response the same) for light and 

for roentgen rays. . 	= 

Fluorescence of the Ocular Media The first proposal was 

that the roentgen rays produced light in the eye by causing the ocular 

media to fluoresce, and this fluorescence was what was perceived 

Variou.s experImenters looked for'fluorescence in live eyes or parts 

of freshly extracted eyes being irradiated in the dark, but saw none 

(18, 21, 25, 33, 46, 60, 63, 96) Newell and Borley (76) found that 

the lens of a rabbit eye fluoresced when irradiated with 100, 000 r/ 

minute. However, as they pointed out, th.i:s flux is about 200, 000 

times (human) threshold. They could see a glow through the pupils 

of normals' eyes but notan aphakic's eye, when the eyes were ir-

radiated with 1000 r/minute:7 about 2000 times threshold flux. Crzel-

liter (24) found that when a roentgen ray beam was passed through 

the eye so as to hit the lens but not the retina, no phosphene was 

perceived. However, he used an intensity that was probably not far 

above threshold. 



From the above observations it can be concluded that fluorescence 

of the ocular media is negligible except at very high intensitie.s of roent-

gen rays. From the sharpness of detail perceived in the pho.sphene it 

is evident that, the site of excitation of the eye, whether by fluorescence 

or otherwise, must be next to or in the retina So that the excitation has 

little chance to disperse and lose detail as it  spreads to the retina. 

Fluorescence of the Retina. A second proposal attempted to 

meet that last objection by having the roentgen. rays produce the fluores-

cence in the retina. Many unsuccessful attempts were made to see 

fluorescence in irradiated retinas (18, 33, 46, 90, 96). An extract of 

visual purple in bile and saline did not fluoresce either (46). Himstedt 

and Nagel (60) think they saw just, barely perceptible fluorescence in 

bleached and visual purple-rich (frog ?) retinas. But in view of the 

inabilitr of Newell and Borley 76) to see fluorescence in an excised 

dark-adapted, rabbit retina irradiated with 100, 000 r/minute, it seems 

likely that fluorescence of the retina is negligible. 

Bleaching of Visual Purple. A third proposal was that roentgen 

rays acted by directly breaking down the visual purple in the rods. 

Excised, dark-adapted retinas were irradiated for as much. as an hour, 

but no bleaching of the visual purple was observed (18, 41, 60). How-

ever, as Him.stedt and Nagel pointed out in 1901, these experiments 

were done with near.threshold intensities, and neither is any detect-

able bleaching pro.duced with near-threshold' intensities of light in 

that time. Further experiments are described in Section IX., and dis-

cussed in Section X... It was also found that at low intensities, ir-

radiation of light-adapted frog.s had no effect on the course of regener-

ation of visual purple in their retinas, 

"Light-Adaptation" of the Retina with Roentgen Rays. Dark- 

• ad3pted retinas were irradiated up to halfan hour in vain attempts to 

produce in them certain of the attributes of the light-adapted retina. 

One attribute was photomechanical adaptation - change in length of 

rods and cones and movement of pigment. in the retinal epithel.ium cells 

(11, 43, 53, 67, 78, 79) Another was a change in the color the retina 
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stained with triazide dye (11, 53), and the third was a change in the ox-

idizing power of the retina (53) Since all these tests were made with 

near-threshold intensities of roentgen rays, the negative results were 

to be expected. 

Pupillary Reflex Bellucci (9) observed the subjecVs eye under 

a weak red light When the eye was irradiated with a rather intense 

beam of roentgen rays, Bellucci saw a distinct pupillary contraction, 

rather slow and quite small, but perfectly noticeable This reflex 

was present to the same degree in the other, non-irradiated eye 

Direct Effect of Roentgen Rays on the Central Nervous System 

Pine (82) and Jalet and Olivier (63) noticed that a powerful 

• beam of roentgen rays passed th'righ the back of the head gave rise 

to a sensation of light. They ascribed this to stimulation of the re-

tinas which were in its path Godfrey, Schenck, and Silcox (50) test- 

• ed 6 patients having recent enucleations and one having recent evis-' 

Ce ration and found an ab'.sence of response on the operated side. They 

concluded 11 the re s.ponse is not due to direct stimulation of the optic 

nerve", Bellucci (9)'found that irradiation of the encephalon gave a 

visual sensation, but he believed .this was caused by roentgen rays 

reflected by the skull to the retinas, since the sensation was very 

weak He found no sensatioii of any kind, visual or otherwise, on 

• irradiation of the 'cerebral. co.rtex in the, calcarine zone, and neither 

did Gifford and Barth (46) 

Question of Summation of Light and Roentgen Ray Stimuli 

In 1906 Bossalino (16), while experiencing the phosphen'e from 

a roentgen ray beam, simultaneously,. illuminated his eye with 'light of 

just subtbreshold intensity produced by a lamp shining through red, 

turquoise, orange,, or yellow gelatin filters. The color of the roent-

gen ray pho.sphenè was not affected by the light.. He also repeated the 

:exper iment with the light intensity high enough so that he could see 

the c&or of the gelatins. The roentgen rays had no effect on the 

'apa.rent color of the lights. 	 ' 

I 
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However, because the intensity of his roentgen ray beam must 

be assumed to be near-threshold, no conclusion Can be drawn from his 

experiments The first experiment is invalid because there is an ap-

preciable range above absolute threshold before an intensity is reached 

(still within the scotopic range) at which a light stimulus appears to 

have any color other than a desaturated blue So even if the subthreshold 

light summated with the near-threshold roentgen rays, the result might 

till be in the blue-appearing range. In his second experiment the eye 

was partially light-adapted by the light stimulus which was at a high 

enough intensity to appear colored. Threfore the roentgen rays  were 

probably so far below the then existing the shold that they could not be 

expected to have any effect on the eye. 

Bossalino's experiments were ingenious and should be quite 

informative if repeated with sufficiently intense roentgen rays. 

Indirect Action of Roentgen Rays on the Visual System. 

Kektcheev and Anissimova reported in 199 (65) and Kektcheev 

again in 1941 (66) that roentgen ray irradiation of any portion of the body 

produced a statistically significant drop in the human absolute threshold 

for lIght for seyeral days subsequent. However,, this treatment could 

also cause a rise in threshold, depending on "the intensity and duration 

of the excitation, as well as the state of the subject". These experi-

ments need independent confirmation before the findings can be accepted. 

Stimulation of Non-Visual Sensations in the Visual Apparatus. 

In 1896 Robertson (84) reported that when irradiated with 

roentgen rays from a focus type tube, he experienced in his right 

eye, but not his left eye, a pulsation which had nothing in common with 

the sensation of light. The pulsation increased in intensity as he ap-

proached the tube. It was halted by intepos.ing a metal screen. Follow-

ing the experiment he felt an intense pain, which lasted a day, above 

his superciliary arch. Robertson was completely blind, having lost his 

vision during the preceding three years as a result of gradual atrophy of 

the optic nerves. The pulsation may have been induced by the electric 
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discharge rather than the roentgen rays, since he found that the sparks 

of the induction coil gave a more intense sena.tion than did the focus 

tube, 

• In 1898 Foveau de Courmelles (40) tested 204 blind children, with 

• roentgen rays. He wrot.e (my translation): tT\V almost completely 

blind persons, a 15 year old boy with ophthalmia, a 21 year old-girl 

with. atrophy of the globe and cyclitison the left and iridocyclitis 

with calcaréous caaract.on the right s  have indicated pain in the eyes 

during the patting into operation of a 'Crookes' tube; that pain continued 

• : throughout the duration of the experiment for the young lady, and ceased. 

at once for the boy. " 

Visual Response to Roentgen Rays in Animals. 

Behavioral Response Axenfeld in 1896 found (3, 4) that if various 

insects (coleoptera,diptera, hymenoptera) and crustaceans (Porcellius) 

were placed'in a 1ight'light container, half of it wood and half of it l.ead, 

and this container'exposed for a short, time to roentgen rays, then the 

ènclosed'animal.s moved to the v'ooden half, which was penetrated by 

the rays. Blinaed animals did not do this. He found that caged house-

flies tended to_ move from dark to light regions, and (apparently as-

suming that aI1the anirn'a.l,s used had the same photophilia) conclude4 

that the roentgen rays had probably produced a sensation of light when 

it struck their eyes. 

Chalupecky (21) noted no behavioral response when he irradiated 

one éye.of.a dark'adapt.ed dog, though.a. one hou.r 'dose produced sub-

sequent pathological changes in the eye. 

Electrical Responses of the Eye,. Himstedt and Nagel in 1901 

measured, 'with a. string galvanometer, the change in current, which 

flowed between .electrode.s at the cornea and 'fundus of an animal eye, 

when the retina was stimuiated . This change was called an "action 

.current". They fou.r4 (60) that when an excised, dark-adapted, frog 

eye was illuminated with lightj an action current of the form shown, 

'in Figure 7 was produced.- Exactly the same form of action current 

was produced on irradia'tion with roentgen rays. A 30 second irra4ia -

tion produced about one-third the action current that a 10 second 
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illumination with about 15 footcandles produced. This demonstrated 

objectively that the visual system (at least in the frog) is affected by 

roentgen rays in much the way that it is affected by light After some 

minutes exposure to intense light the eye did not respond for about 

five minutes to either light or roentgen rays - demonstrating object-

ively that sensitivity to these two stimuli decreased with light-adapta-

tion and increased with dark-adaptation. 

Nagel in 1901 rported 73) that dark-adapted frog eyes gave a 

considerably stronger action current than.light-adapted ones, and they 

also reacted very decidedly to roentgen rays; "as well, in fact, as the 

thoroughly dark-adapted eye of the mist owl (Strix flammea)". (My 

translation). 

In 1902 Himstedt and Nagel performed similar experiments on 

dark-adapted frogs, owls, chickens, turtles, and pigeons (61).. The 

pigeon eyes had such erratic resting current.s during non-stimulation 

that the action currents could not be determined with certainty. The 

turtle eyes (from Testudo graeca) gave such weak action currents in 

response to strong illumination that their failure to show a response 

to roentgen rays cannot be considered significant. The chicken eyes 

showed a response to light but not to roentgen rays. The owl eyes 

(from Syrnium aluco) gave a very large response to light and a smaller 

but similarly varying, response to roentgen rays. The responses for 

chicken and owl are shown in Figure 8. The frog eyes behaved the 

same as in the first experiments. 

Uses of the Roentgen Ray Phosphene. 

Testing Retinal Function in Partially Blind Eyes It was realized 

from the start (see for example, Edison's statement of November 21, 

1896 (37)) that it should be possible to produce distinct roentgen ray 

images even in eyes which because of clouding or distortion of  the 

ocular media could not get a clear image with light Many tests were 

made of thisprinciple. 

In November 1896 Edison (37) found that persons blinded by 

cataract got a sensation of light with roentgen rays. In December of 

that year Bock (14), apparently believing that the lens was opaque to 
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to roentgen rays, suggested that the rays might be used to enable 

aphakics to see objects Block (13) immediately replied that he doubted 

that the rays would help. Robarts found in late 1896 (83) that blind 

individuals with adherent lids or atrophy of the globe could distinguish 

/ roentgen ray shadows. Destot and Berard in early 1897 (30) tested 

patients with various 4iseases, including total leucornic staphyloma 

of the cornea, iridocyclitis, and atrophy of the eye, and found that 

if they could distinguish between day and night, they could see roent-

gen ray shadows. In 1898 Foveau de Courmelles (40) tested 24 blind 

children, but apparently didnt allow sufficient dark-adaptation since 

the roentgen rays were perceived only by some nine whose retinas 

were always kept shadowed by their afflictions and so were always 

partially dark-adapted. Bossalino (15) in 1905 tested patients having 

aphakia, cataract, phthisis, traumatic lesions, total and partial. re-

tinal detachment, and primary optic atrophy. From the results he 

concluded that where the, retina and optic nerve were intact so that 

light could be seen, roentgen rays could also be. seen. One subject 

could not distinguish the forms of roentgen ray shadows with his 

cataractous eye, and this alerted Bo,s.salino to look for and find a 

partial detachment of the retina in that eye. 

Since the roentgen, ray phosphene was rediscovered in 1932, 

it has regularly been used to test the functioning of the retina in eyes 

in which light could not be used for that purpose (81, 46, 76, 50, 63, 

9). Newell and Borley (76) were able to locate relatively small sco-

tomas by testing the ability to resolve two neighboring, fine roentgen 

ray beams directed at the retina. 

Location of Forei.gBo.die.s in the Eye. Foreign bodies in the  

eye or orbit could sometimes be located by the roentgen ray shadows 

they cast on the retina. This technique was extensively developed by 

Godfrey, Schenck, and Silcox (50). 

Measurement of Eye Diameters The diameters of living human 

eyes have been measured in situ with the roentgen ray phosphene (89, 

.51, 92, 93, 28). The technique was to project a ribbon beam of roent-

gen rays so that it traversed the eyeball with the plane of the beam at 
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right angles to the diameter to be measure4. The beam wa.s moved until 

it aroused the sensation ofa point of light,. at which time the beam was 

tangent to the retina and its position could be measured. Goldmann and 

Hagen (51) also measured the total refractive power of the human eye 

by use of the phosphene. They directed onto the retina of a dark-

adapted eye two parallel roentgen ray ribbon beams whose separation 

was known precisely; This gave the sensation of two shining lines. 

They then moved two parallel lines of light on a wall that was a known 

distance from the eye until the lines appeared to lie on the roentgen 

ray phosphene ls. The total  refractive power (in diopters) was then 

computed as the ratio of the light line separation to the product of the 

roentgen ray beam separation and the distance from wall to nodal point 

of the eye A brief review of the subject is given by Hartridge (58) 

$ource Material onthe Roentgen Ray Phosphene. 

Reviews. Comprehensive reviews of the literature on the 

roentgen ray phosphene were made in 1897 (31), 1904 (11), 1909 (53), 

1910 (12), 1911 (75), 1929 (99), 1930 (87), 1931 (29), and 1934 (46), and 

Ronchi (88) wrote an article in 1951 that was simply a review of the 

work of Bellucci (9)..  The review of Desjardins (29) is rather garbled, 

those of Birch-Hirschfeld (11), Gaglianetti (53), and Rohrschneider (87) 

are especially well presented. 

Bibliographies Bibliographies of all the literature dealing 

with roentgen rays are given by. Glasser (48) for the year 1896, by 

Phillips (80) for the period upto March 1897, by Barker (6) for some 

of the papers through 1898; and by Gocht (49) in a monumental work 

covering all of the German literature and some of the other European 

and American literature for the period through. 1910. 



VII REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON THE RADIUM 
RADTIONS PBOSPHENE S 

Giesel in 1899 was the first to isolate a large amount of fairly 

pure radium salt. He soon discovered (44) that if the radium prepara-

.tipn was brought right up to the eye, a very clear glow was perceived 

even with.the eyelid closed. He attributed this to the becquerel rays 

from the radium and suggested that they caused the media of the eye 

to fluoresce0 In September. 1899 he successfully demonstrated this 

phenomenon at the Gongrea.s of.Natu.ralists in Munich. (and thereby 

probably obviated much controversy as to the "reality" of the phen-

omenon). 	 . 

The next year Hlmstedt borrowed the preparation and found 

that persons blinded by clouding of the cornea or lens could get a 

sensation of light from the: radium(59). And with Nagél he conducted 

elaborate.experirnents to. determine the process by which the radium 

radiations affected the eye (60). By 1903 strong radium preparations 

wéie more generally available, and in England Hardy and Anderson 

(55) made the most thorough of the studies to date on the phosphenes 

.'!Curing't B1indiiess w.ith.Radium0 

A talk was given in March 1903by London of St. Petersburg 

in which he described the results of his extensive experiments on 

blind persons with 30 milligrams of radium bromide An abstract of 

this talk was printed in June of that year by the Vienna newspaper, 

Neuen Freien Presse, and.entitled "New, Hope for .  the Blind".. Ap-

parently this report gave the impression that London had restored 

vision to blind persons by merely putting radium against their eyes 

The ensuing widespread interest led Kaiser Wilhelm II to 

commission Greeff to investigate the report. The German ophthal-

mologists, however, did not wait for ttie investigation. iney were 

greatly angered by what they believed to be a cruel hoaxing of the 

blind by London. In mid-1903 Crzellitzer (25) and Holzknecht and 

Schwarz (62) denounced the newspaper report and pointed out: the 

impossibility of achieving the results claimed. Greeff gave his of-

ficial report (52) in early 1904 and .stated that his lown experiments 
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with radium had shown that vision could not be restored. In late 1904 

he published a letter (70) in which he reiterated this, and in polite, but 

unmistakable, terms celled London a. liar. London wrOte a reply, in 

equallypolite terms, to the effect "no I'm not; you aré". London then 

elaborated that the newsaper had badly misrepresented his work and 

that Greeff was attacking claims London had never made hes.greed 

that vision could not be restored by radium London pointed out that 

his own preliminary report had been published in a Berlin medical 

journal (68) on the same day the newspaper account appeared, and com-

plete report.s by London had been published in July 1903 in St. Peters-

burg (69) and in 1904 in Germany (69)  He listed these references, 

and then, ever-so-courteously, invited Greeff to read them. 

In 1904 Javal and Curie (64) produced another very actire ra-

diu.m salt preparationd with it were able to arouse a sensation of 

light in a number of partially blind persons. Javal later announced 

that because of iinaccurate newspaper reporting of their work he had 

received many pitiful letters from blind asking him to restore their 

sight with radium. He had had to write them "to end their' chimeric 

hopes." 

A few other studies showing the visibility of radium rays (45, 

47, 71) were made up to 1905. Only one study has since been published, 

a 1933 doctoral thesis (97) by Thier on the electrical response of the 

frog eye to radium rays. 

Appearance of Radium Radiations Phosphenes. 

Form. The sensation aroused by radium has been described as 

a diffuse, overall glow (52) that felt either as if the whole eye were 

filled with light (59, 60) or as if there were in front of the head a 
bright space with indistinct boundaries (55, 69), much like the roentgen 

ray phosphene. Thiér (97) has emphasized that this space appeared to 

be, not flat, but a concave or convex surface. 

Color. Greeff wrote.(52) of the glow as "sea-green" and Fail-

la has mentioned (39) that it is greenish. For roentgen rays it varies 

from blue to green to yellow with increasing stimulus intensity. 
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Localization and Shadowing of the Radium. Himstedt and Nagel 

(60) found that interposing a one centimeter thick lead sheet between the 

radium, and the eye cut off the.light .sensation If various shaped open-

ings were made in the sheet, the light sensation aroused by the emer-

gent radiations was the same no matter the shape of the opening The 

intensity varied with the size of the opening, but it always appeared 

that the whole eye was filled with light. With roentgen rays the phos-

phene was limited in extent and changed in shape when the opening was 

changed. 

The two were surprised to observe that if the radium prepara-

tion was held temporally against the eye, the light sensa$ion was def-

initely stronger on the.temporal side of, the visual field. Thiér (97) 

noticed that if the radium was placed at the right side of the head the 

light sensation appeared strongest on the right side of the visual field 

London (69) stated that his subjects could accurately desciibe up and 

down and side to side movements of radium j ust in front of the head. 

Greeff (52) found that the glow could not be given a directipn, but 

appeared, uniform overall, and .that shadows of metallic objects in 

the radium ray beam were not perceived, and he concluded that Lpn-

don was mistaken London, however, emphatically denied this (70) 

Miethe (71) found that if lead shot were scattered between the eye and 

:the radium, one got the sensation of dark spots moving on the back of 

the eye, Crzellitzer (71) doubted this, since he believed that radium 

rays did not form any image in the eye. Hardy and Anderson (55) 

wrote, "When the eye is open it is possible in a very general way to 

locate the radium from the fact that the sensation is strongest when 

the axis of vision is directed to it and diminishes when the head is 

turned to one side. The sense of direction ari.ses solely from varia-

tions in the intensity of the glow and not, from variations in its quality. 
V 

 When the eye is closed, the sense of locality is completely lost." 

Their explanation of this will be considered later. 

Dark.Adaptation. From the very first it was realized that the 

light sensation produced by radium, like that for roentgen rays, was 

experienced best with dark-adapted eyes. Hardy and Anderson (55) 

observed that sensitivity to the phosphene increased with dark-adapta-

tion. London (69) showed that if one eye were dark-adapted and the 
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other not, only the darkadapted eye experienced the phosphene. 

Fatigue. Himstedt (59) found that after a.radiu.m p.repar.ation 

and a dummy packet had been placed 10 to 15 times in random sequence 

on the two closed eyes, many persons 'could no longer distinguish. on 

which, eye the, radium packet had been placed. He suggested that the 

cause was a prolonged afterglow  of the fluorescence in the ocular media 

since that afterglow would reduce the contrast of the immediate radium. 

phosphene. Exner (38) tested this explanation. He rotated a metal. 

shutter between the radium and excised animal lenses, and in synchro.-

ni,srn with it rotated a paper shutter between his eye and the lenses. 

The rotations of the shutters were so phased that he couldn't see the 

lenses, until just. after the irradiation had ceased. He did not see any 

afterglow, though the lenses fluoresced strongly during the irradiation. 

The phenomenon of.fatiguing is discussed for both roentgen rays and 

radium in Section X.. 	. 

Mode of Action of Radium Radiations. 

Penetrating Power. London in 1903 (68 3  69) and Greeff in 1904 

(52), had noticed that the radium radiations ,were much more penetrat-

ing than roentgen rays and that they passed through several, hands or 

a thick steel plate without appreciable weakening. Hardy and Anderson 

(55) measured the relative absorbing power for radium radiatiOns of 

various tissues in term,s of the ionization produced by the radiations 

in a Curie electroscope shielded with the tissue. They found the eye-

lid to be equivalent to about 0. 4 mm of lead and the lens equivalent to 

over one rum of lead. 'These results are explicable, from the physical 

composition of the radium radia.tions as. now known. 

Composition of Radium Radiations. The usual, radium prepara-

tion is made by placing a: mass of radium salt in a sealed container. 

Atomsof radium break apart at a steady rate into atomsof radon, 

alpha partile.s, and gamma rays. Alpha particles are fast moving 

(high. energy) nuclei of helium atoms. They are stopped by the walls 

of the preparation container and have no effect in the experiments on 

vision. Gamma rays are quanta of electromagnetic radiation, having 

in this case an energy of 0.19 Mev. The radon atoms quickly break 

apart into more alpha particles and radium A atoms, which, in turn 
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break:intoalpha particles and radium B atoms. The radium B atoms 

break into radium C atoms, beta particles, and gamma rays. The 

energyof these gammarays is unknown. but is probablyléss than 1/2 

Mev! . Beta particles are high energy electiori:s; and thes:è have a max-

imumenergy of 0, 65 Mev. The radium c• atomsquickly break into 

radium D atoms, beta particles of 3.15 Mev, Vand gamma rays of 1.8 

Mev. The radium D atoms also break apart, but at so slow a rate 

that this breakdown has no effect in the experiments on vision. In 

about a week the radium preparation reaches equilibrium, that is, 

radon and radiurns A, B, C are being formed as fast as they disinte-

grate. The result is that the beta particles and gamma rays are 

emitted from thepreparation in a steady stream! 

Thee high energy (1. 8 Mev) gamma rays are extremely pene-

trating. For. comparison, •the roentgen rays used in early experiments 

probably had energies of from 0. 01 to 0. 05 Mev, and in the recent ex-

periments, energies up to 0.12 Mev. 

• 	Action Of the Gamma Rays on the Retina.  Hardy and Anderson 

(55) put 50 milligrams of radium bromide between the poles of an 

electromagnet. When the current was applied so as to produce a mag- 

• 	netic field of .  over 5000 gauss for a depth of 6 cm, the beta particles 

were deflected to the sideanddid not reach the observer's eye. The 

• visual effect was that the phosphene had suddenly diminished to about 

one-fifth its previous brightness The remaining glow was caused by 

the gamma rays, which had been unaffected by the magnetic field! A 

similar result was produced by interposing 2. 3 mm of lead between 

the radium and the eye. The lead absorbed the beta particles  and low 

energy (0 19 Mev) gamma rays, but scarcely affected the high energy 

(1.8 Mev) rays The lead thickness had to be increased to 4 cm before 

the remaining glow caused by these 1. 8 Mev gamma rays was notice-

ably dimmed. 	 V  

• 	When the radium was covered with 5 mm of lead to cut off 

the beta particles and low energy gamma rays and a piece of lead 

4 cm thick and 2 mm wide moved between the radium and the eye., 

a bar of shadow, was perceived to move acroSs the background glow. 

Hardy and Anderson concluded that the shadow must have been produced 

on the retina itself by the gamma rays. Thus it has been shown that 
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the gamma rays can act in a manner similar to roentgen ray:s, and this 

is the probable explanation of the shadows observed by Miéthe (71). 

Hardy and Anderson found that the fresh lens of a àheep, ox, or rabbit• 

fluoresced under the gamma rays, but. so  weakly that they did not feel 

• it accountèdfor the gamma ray phosphene. They explained this phos-

phene in terms of the strong fluorescence they had observed in excised 

animal retinas when radium was brought near. But since that fluores- 

cence was probably produced primarily by the beta particles, the ex-

planation is of doubtful validity, and the phosphene probably has the 

same basis as that for roentgen rays. (See Section .D.. 

Fluorescence of Eye Media Himstedt and Nagel (60) found that 

cornea, lens, vitreous body, and retina of dog, cat, andfrogeyes.. 

floure.sced, and with. nearly equal strength, when placed On their ra-

dium preparation. Exner (38) simila.rlytested frog and ox eyes and 

judged all the part.s to glow strongly, and the lens very strongly. 

BirchHirsh1eld (11) observed that eye media were caused to fluoresce 

by radium. Hardy and Anderson (55) foun.d that for fresh sheep, ox, 

or rabbit eyes radium made the lens glow very strongly, the cornea, 

vitreous humor and retina less strongly, and the .s.clera only slightly. 

They found that skin, fat, and muscle also fluoresced strongly. Thier 

(97) found that all part.s of the frog eye, including the retina, fluoresced 

when irradiated with beta plus gamma rays, but not noticeably for gamma 

rays alone. The refractive media fluoresced the most strongly, and 

even more strongly when they started to harden. All of these experi- 

ment.ers believed as did the discoverer Gie.sel (45), that this fluorescence 

was the basis of the radium phosphene, and it probably is the basis of 

the beta particle phosphene.. 

Action of Beta Particles Hardy and Anderson (55) found that 

• 

	

	the radium phosphene was considerably dimmed by' closing the eyelid, 

and ascribedthis to the stoppage of all the beta particles by the eyelid. 

Sincé the increased brightness of the phosphene in the. direction  of the 

radium vanished when the eye was  cloBed, they explained this direct-

ionalized brightness as a "differential screening action." of the eye 

and orbit on the beta particles, in othe.r ,  words, the bones of the orbit. 
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acted as a pinhole "lens". My alternative, or per1 - aps supplementary., 

explanation is that most of thebeta. particles were absorbed and caused 

fluorescence in the cornea and iris. The light produced tended to be most 

intense in the portion of the eye which was closest to the radium and there-

fore tended to intercept more of the beta particle flux. This light was re-

fracte4 by the lens to the diagonally opposed retina and so stimulated most 

strongly the visual field corresponding to the actual location of the radium. 

Directionalization of Gamma Rays Thier (97) had observed 

that if he put 60. 6 mg of radium in a lead box at the right side of his 

head, the light sensation he perceived appeared strongest on the right 

side of the visual field. He established that the beta particles were 

not responsible for this; for one thing, closing the eyelid had no effect. 

A possible explanation is that at the close range he used (about 

one cm) the gamma ray intensity1hanged very rapidly with distance 

(inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the point-

like source), and so the portions of the eye nearest the radium inter-

cepted a much heavier flux.. At those intensities the eye media, 

fluoresced strongly, and the refracted light, as described above, ac-

counted for the dire ctionalized portion of the phosphene. Of course, 

a portion of the overall light sensation vas undoubtedly produced by 

the gamma rays which struck the retina. 

Variation in Sensitivity Across the Retina. London (69) and 

Thier (97) both noted that the light sensation produced by radium was 

strongest in the periphery of the visual field. London further tested 

this by so placing two radium preparations of equal strength that when 

one was viewed centrally, the other was viewed peripherally, and he 

found that whichever was viewed centrally appeared the weaker. Thier 

showed that the light sensation he observed was caused solely by the 

gamma rays from the 60. 6 mg of radium he used. Thus, in this varia-

tion of retinal sensitivity the gamma rays, again, behave similarly to 

the roentgen rays. 	 . 

Bleaching of Visual Purple. Hardy and Anderson (55) exposed 

dark-adapte4 frog and rabbit retinas for ZO hours at 2 and 3 mm dis-

tance to 50 mg of radium bromide. In no case was there any difference 

in color between the exposed and unexposed retinas, while both con-

trol and exposed retinas were found to bleach in full daylight in a few 
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seconds Even when the light rays from the radium were not screened 

off, the results were the same. This illustrates the futility of their 

attempt to bleach visual purple withnear threshold intensities, whether 

of radium radiations or light, Greeff (52) and Birch-Hirschfeld (11) also 

failed to bleach visual purple with radium, and the latter also found no 

• change in the phot.à-mechanical adaptation of the retina, again, using 

near-threshold intensities. 

Effect on Central Nervous System. 

Optic Nerve. London (69)  applied radium to each eye of a patient 

who had just had one eye eviscerated the previous day. The patient got 

a sensation of light in the normal eye but not in the eye which had been 

emptied. London considered this to prove that radium did not arouse 

a light sensation via the optic nerve, which., in this case, was hardly 

injured. 

Brain. London found (68, 69) that in some subjects who had 

• 	small heads and thin skull bones, particularly if the hair was sparse, 

placing 30 mg (sometimes 60 to 75 mg) of radium On the back of the 

head would arouse a weak sensation of light. He gave a. very detailed 

description of the location at which the radium was placed. The light 

sensation was uniform and not localized in any particular place. London 

believed that this phenomenon was clearly a direct stimulation of the 

brain. 
• 	 Thier (97) found that a lead-enclosed preparation of 60. 6 mg of 

• 	radium, which emitted gamma rays almost exclusively, gave a weak 

light sensation in both visual fields when placed either behind the head, 

or 30 cm in front of the head. 

Hardy and Anderson (55) spread 50 mg of radium bromide on 

• • a 5 mm diameter plate and moved the plate over the surface of the head. 

• They found that the sensation of light was present only when the axis of 

greatest radiation density (perpendicular to the plate) cut one or the 

other eyeball, and that the further:tlie radium was...remOved from the eye-

ball, the weaker was the sensation. They concluded that " no sensations 

are directly produced by the rays reaching the brain substance, and 

that the origin of the sensation of light lies solely in the retina't.. This 

explanation seems satisfactory. 
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• 	Simultaneous Stimulation of Other Senses, 

Hardy and Anderson (55) reported that radium rays falling on the 

skin produced no sensation, and failed to evoke sensations of sound, smell, 

or taste. 

Fai]Lla (39) mentioned that with a tube of as little as 10 mg of ra- 
• 	dium held close to his eyes,, he saw a greenish glow, accompanied, in 

my eye at least, by a peculiar sensationtt, 

Behavioral Response of.a Dog to Radium Irradiation of the Eye. 

London (69) darkadapted a dog 20 minutes, then brought radium 

near its eyes The dog showed no sign by its behavior of having had 

aroused a sensation of light. 

Radium Radiations Ph.osphene s in the Blind. 

Ability to Perceive The ability of radium rays to arouse a sen- 

sation of light in certain partially blinded persons was demonstrated 

many times (59, 64, 68, 69, 52). The expe rimente r s all concluded 

• that the radium phosphene.s could be perceived only if the eye was cap-

able of perceiving light and still had intact some retina and the central 

visual pathway. 

Improvement of Vision in Dim Light. London (68, 69) found that 

certain blind children who in d3ylight could barely distinguish hand 

movements were able to see and learn to read the shadows of letters 

silhouetted against a fluorescent screen in a dark room. London used 

radium rays to cause the screen to fluoresce, and this was the basis 

of the reports of his miraculous cures of the blind. However, London 

recognized that all that was acting On the eye was the light emitted by 

the screen, and he demonstrated that the same results could be a-

chieved with a glass screen dimly transilluminated by a lamp. He 

pointed out that this training method was already in use by Dr. Heller, 

• director of the Vienna Blindenhaus (see Wiener klinische Wochenschrift. 

14, 417 (1901).), 	 . 

It is interesting to note that this technique was unknowingly 

being used by the early experimenters (e. g., 22.) who thought they were 

causing.blind.to  see with roentgen rays when the blind peered at a 

fluoroscope screen,. 
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London wrote that for this method to succeed he had to use on the 

screen letter silhouettes over one cm in size and allow the blind person 

to move the screen around in front of his eyes at a distance of one cth 

From this I would conclude that the visual acuity was not better in dim 

light than in daylight, but that in this technique the letters were presented 

in greater contrast and tremendously increased visual angle and so could 

be better recognized. 

Radium Ray Stimulation of the Electroretinogram. 

Himstedt and Nagel (60) in 1901 tried to produce an action current 

in thefrog eye with radiun, and attributed their lack of success to the 

weakness of the radium preparation they used. In 1905 Wailer (100) wrote 

that he had succeeded at this, but gave no details. 

In 1933 Thier published in Dutch a doctoral thesis on extensive 

researches into this subject. Because his work is not easily available 

or read, and because some of it is comparable with my own, it will be 
* 

described in some detail. 

• Work of Thier on the Radium-Radiations. Phosphenes. 

Technique. Thier connected a string galvanometer type oscil 

lograph through zinc-zinc sulfate electrodes to two saline-wetted cotton 

threads, one of which contacted the fundus (outside the, bulb) and the other 

of which contacted the cornea (or in some cases the retina) of a dark-adapted 

frog eye. He recorded the "resting current", through this circuit and the 

change in it,called the " action current " , which occurred when the eye re-

sponded to some stimulus. Most of his work was done with excised.whole 

eyes and 'some with "halved" eyes - eyes from which the cornea, lens, 

iris, and vitreous humorhad been removed. The eye was kept in a light-

tight, lead-shielded moist chamber. A mechanical arrangement rapidly 

moved a radium preparation in or out of position at a window in front of 

the eye. The radium preparation consisted of 6. 6 mg of radium spread 

over a one cmZ  surface and covered with an enamel which absorbed the 

alpha particles and about half the beta particles. A cover' of black 

cellophane screened its fluorescence from the eye. 

* Dr. Robert A. Wijsman, Lecturer in Medical Physics' at the Univer-
sity of California, was so kind as to translate the, thesis. 



Electrical Response of Eye to Radium Radiations. Thier found 

that the wholeeye showed an action current in response to exposure to 

the radium. (See Figure bA), He concluded that the reaction to the ra-

dium rays was localized in the retina since: (1) the halved eye reacted 

to the radium with nearly the same shape action current as did the whole 

eye. (See Figure lOB). (Z) if the retina was removed, the eye no longer 

responded to the radium rays. (3) an isolated retina spread on 0.7 

percent NaC1 agar gave an action current (Figure 9). This action cur-

rent was negative with respect to that of the eye. 

Difference indResponse'to Beta Particles and Gamma Rays. Fig-

ure ilA shows the action current he recorded in a halved eye in response 

to the gamma rays from 60. 6, mg of radium plus about half the beta par-

ticles from 6. .6 mg of radium. Figure llB 'shows the same response to 

the gamma rays alone. He noted that the latent period was greater for 

beta particles plus gamma rays. The reason for this is not known. 

He thought that the added response the beta particles provoked might 

have been caused by the fluorescence they aroused in the eye, and he 

was probably correct. 

Comparison of Electrical Responses to Light and to Radium Ra-

diations, Thier attempted to compare the responses to radium and diffuse 

white light by stimulating the same eye alternately for equal lengths of 

time with each and recording the action currents He used the 6 6 mg 

radium preparation giving both gammas and betas. The light was pro-

vided by an ordinary lamp bulb and a ground glass screen. The in-

tensity of the light was cut down by decreasing the current through 

the lamp until the initial peaks of the action current were the same 

for both the light and the radium. But then the dip was lower, the 

secondary and after peaks. were higher, and the latent period longer 

with the.radium, (See Figure 12), When he used only the, gamma rays, 

he found no difference in the action currents they and the light produced. 

After, light adaptation, an eye gave no action current to light for 

3 minutes and to radium (beta particles plus gamma rays) for 14 min-

utes. He concluded that the radium radiations affected only rods, 

while the light affected bOth rods and cones. 
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Thier equalized the initial peaks for light  and radium on a halved 

eye, then gave equal, very short duration exposures of first one and then 

the other stimulus. The action current from the radium radiation.s was 

much smaller than that from light. He believed that this, 'also, showed 

a difference in the action of the two stimuli on the retina. 

The method Thiér used for cutting dom the light intensity would, 

I believe,, produce a reddened light to which the rods are relatively 

insensitive. Therefore, when he equalized the initial action current. peaks, 

.which are primarily a rod response, he was using a higher light inten-

sity than would have been needed with a true white light and was stim-

ulating the cones more in proportion to the rod stimulation. This ex-

plains, at least in part, the greater dependence on cones of his ,.white' 1  

light stimulation than of the radium stimulation. 

Fatiguing Action of Radium onthe Eye. Thier equalized the mi, 
.tialpeaks. for light and radium (beta particle and gamma ray) stjmiila-

tion of a halved eye. He then gave the eye three exposures of one mm-
ute each.to  the radium, with five minute rests between the exposures. 

The action current was always. lower at the third exposure than at the 

first, the initial peak being somewhat lower and the secondary peak 

entirely missing. He repeated the series of exposure.s with light, as 

the stimulus, and always found the'action current higher in both initial 

and 'secondary peak.s after the thir4 exposure. , This was wh3t Kohl-

rausch had found also. If the series of exposures was repeated with 

gamma rays alone, the action current was again enianced at the third 

exposure, but in the initial peak'only. 

Thier next made 5 successive exposures with the radium, the 

beta particles being cut off during the second, third and fourth expo-

.sure,s. The last, (fifth) exposure gave a larger action current than the 

first in about the same way that it did for light. He repeated the series 

of 5 exposure.s to radium, but used a small (2 mm) diaphragm in the 

window during the second, third, and fourth exposure.s instead of the 

beta particle absorber. The.fifth exposure this, time did not give a 

higher action current than the first. 	, 	 ., 
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He gave 5. success.ive exposures to beta plus gamma rays and 

then could not get enhancement of the action current in any later series 

of exposures with light' or.with. gamma rays alone. An unstimulat ed eye 

showed (over thatperiod of time) no such decrease in the enhancability 

of the action current. 

Thier concluded that radium radiations have a damaging effect 

on the retina. From his results it would seem more correct to limit 

.this statement to the beta particles, and say that they evidenced a 

rather rapid fatiguing or inMbiting action on the visual processes in-

volved in the action: current response to stimuli. 

When a frog ey.e was stimulated intermittently with radium ra-

diations at frequencies up to 6 per minute, the individual action cur-

rents resulting remained separated in time. . At frequencies greater 

than 3.0 per minute the small individual action currents appeared to be 

superimposed on the larger and slower peaks of a normal action cur-

lent . (See Figures I3A,), At frequencies above 3. per second the 

peaks of the individual action currents were indistinguishable and 

only a smooth, normal action current could be seen. The same re-

sult was achieved on stimulation with his light source at frequencies 

above 4 per second. (See Figure ..l3ç).. 	. 

= 	. Thier determined the effect of' various atmosphere.s in the 

moist chamber, which contained the frog eye. He found that the action 

current respons.e to radium was enhanced by'an increased oxygen con-

centration, was eliminated by anaerobic conditions (nitrogen or car-

bon dioxide) and was restored by the return of oxygen to the chamber. 

Since an equal mixture of carbon dioxide and oxygen eliminated ihe 

action current, and a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen did not, .Thier 

concluded that ;nitrogen acted merely by supplanting the oxygen but 

that carbon dioxide had a delete riou.s effect on the retina. 

Source Material on the Radium-Radiations Phosphenes. 

Reviews of the literature on the phosphenes produced by.radium ra-

diation's were made in 1904(11), 1910 (12), 1911 (75) 1931 (29), and 1933 

(97). None is very complete. 	. 	' 
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VIIL. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE ROENTGEN RAY 
AND RADIUM RAY PHOSPHENES 

This bibliography, is intended for the use of future workers in the 

field, therefore, considerable effort has been expended toward making it 

complete. The bibliography is arranged alphabetically by authbr's last 

name. Numbers are assigned serially down the list to each origihal 

piece of work. Grouped under the same number with each piece are all 

the known reprints, translations, and rewritings, and the more complete 

abstracts, arranged as far as possible in order of appearance. Alititles 

of periodicals are given as they appear in the Union List of Serials 

Where awork.islisted.that has not been readin the original, this is in-

dicatedbyan asterisk andthe reference source is listed as well. 

1, 	Ammon, *Schweizerische medicinische wochenschrift(Korres- 
pondenzblatt fiir Schweizerarzte) 1906, Nr. 15: Ref.: 99 below. 

2. 	Antonelli. Progr'es, mdica1 1897, 482, Abstract: Zentralblatt 
fii.r praktische augenheilkunde 21,: 425 (1897). Annales d"oculistique 

- 

Axenfel.d, Die Rntgenhschen  Strahlen dem Arthropodenauge 
sichtbar. Zentralblatt fur physiologielO, 147 (1896). 

Axenfeld, Die RiSntgenischen Strahlen dem Insectenauge sichtbar. 
Zentralblatt f{Ir physiologie 10, 436 (1896). Abstract: Natur-
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IX. THE MODE CF ACTION OF ROENTGEN RAYS 
ON THE VISUAL SYSTEM 

In this chapter the results of the present and previous studies of 

the roentgen ray phosphene will be discussed in an attempt to deduce the 

processes by which roentgen rays affect the visual system to produce 

the phosphene. 

Site of Action. 

Since 1897 it has been realized that the sharpness of detail of the 

roentgen ray phosphene implied that the site of action was next to or in 

the retina, as otherwise the pattern of excitation would disperse and 

lose detail before it reached the retina. It was further realized that the 

excitation must eventually act on the cells of the visual pathway (photo-

receptor- cells and. neural cells of the retina) and cause them to respond 

• 	as they would respond to light. 

-. 	If the site of action of the roentgen rays was outside the cells of 

the visual pathway, then there had to be a way of transferring the energy 

absorbed from the roentgen rays to those cells, and without much spatial 

dispersion of the energy pattern. This latter requirement would not be 

met at near-threshold i'nteisities.by-si transfer methods as the spread of 

- heat or of chemicals produced by the action of the roentgen rays. Only 

if the energy of the roentgen rays were transformed into light (fluores-

cence) would there be a possibility of meeting that requirement, because 

the light would be - selectively taken up in the photoreceptor cells (rods 

and cones) and little abs orbéd by the intervening tissue.- 

Fluorescence of the Eye. Previous experimenters-have demon- 

- strated -that-fluorescence of the eye is insufficient to account for the - 

- roentgen ray. phosphene. A confirmation was provided by exposing 

fresh frcg lenses and fresh bleached and unbleached frog retinas to 30 

r/second. This intensity, as will be shown later, is about 100 times 

the threshold for electrical response of the frog retina. No fluorescence 

of these tissues could be seen by a completely dark-adapted observer. 

Dried lenses fluoresced fairly strongly at 7 5 r/second, confirming 

- Th.ier's observation that the refractive media of the frog eye fluoresced 

more strongly when-they started to dry and solidify. 
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From these results and the results of previous experimenters, it 

can be concluded that roentgen rays do not act on the visual system via 

fluorescence of the retina (or of the ocular media). Therefore, the re 

tention of detail in the phosphene can be explained only on the basis that 

the rays act directly on some cells of the visual pathway. Which type 

of cells are affected will be considered next. 

Effect of Dark-Adaptation on the Roentgen Ray Phosphene. The 

visual pathway is most sensitive at the photoreceptor cells, which can 

be excited by the energy of a single photon of visible light. The neural 

• cells require a much higher energy for excitation - -. over 1000 times as 

much. The energy absorbed from roentgen rays by the retina is not 

absorbed specifically in any particular cell or locus, therefore it seems 

reasonable that the effect of the roentgen rays would first be felt by the 

photoreceptor cells. Furthermore, it seems probable that the roentgen. 

rays would have to act on the photoreceptor cells in the same way as light 

in order to affect the most sensitive mechanism of the cells. That is, 

the roeiitgen rays would have to act on the photochemical in the cells. 

A áonfirmation of the above reasoning is provided by the increase 

insensitivity of the visual system to roentgen rays following dark-adap-

tation. The effect of dark-adaptation has been reèognized qualitatively 

since 1896. Newell and Borley (1941) have measured it in the human 

(see Figure 6), and in this study it was measured in the frog retina 

(see Figure 14). Both measurements show that the time course of sensi-

tivity increase is much like that for light. Both show the same late, 

slow phase which presumably corresponds to theincrease in concen-

tration of photochemical in the photoreceptor cells. Since it is not 

apparent how, in a quiescent retina, a change in that concentration 

can affect the sensitivity of the neural. retinal cells to roentgen rays, 

the site of action of the rays would seem to be the photoreceptor cells. 

Mode of Action of Roentgen Rays. 	• 

- 	The most obvious way in which roentgen rays could affect the 

photoreceptor cells would be for the rays, like light, to energize the 

photochemical in those cells. This has been suspected since 1897, 

and many unsuccessful attempts have been made to show that roentgen 
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rays can energize visual purple and cause it to bleach. In the present 

study it has been found that roentgen rays do exert a directbleaching 

action on visual purple All previous attempts failed because the 

- energy dose used was too small by about ten thousand times. But since 

visual purple is found only in the rods, this proves no more than that 

roentgen rays can affect the rods. Whether rays can also affect the 

cones will have to be discussed later on the basis of less direct evi-

dence. 

Bleaching of Visual Purple by Ionizing Radiations and Particles. 

-. 	A study was made of the bleaching of visual purple by various types 
• 	of ionizing beams. The excised retinas of dark-adapted leopard frogs 

were used. The retinas were removed by the method described by St. 

George (1952), •and were protected from light by wrapping each in one 

thickness of 1/2 mil aluminum foil. One retina from each frog was 

used as the unexposed control for its mate. 

Bleaching with a Conventional Roentgen Ray Generatpr. In the 

preceding review of the roentgen ray phosphene literature are mentioned 

three unsuccessful attempts to bleach retinas by exposing them for up to 

• an hour to the maximum output of conventional type roentgen ray genera-

tors. A more quantitative test was provided by exposing a retina to 12. 5 

r/second from an unfiltered deep therapy (190 kv) generator furnished 

• 

	

	by the General Electric Company. The retina was given a total dose of 

22, 000 r, and showed no bleaching. 

Ratio of Energies Required for Bleaching and for Threshold 

Visibility. Himstedt and Nagel had pointed out in 1901 that a light's in-

tensity had to be greatly above the intensity of threshold visibility before 

it produced any noticeable bleaching, and they suggested that this was 

probably true for roentgen rays also. An estimate was made of the 

• roentgen ray energy needed toproduce bleaching on the assumption that 

the ratio of bleaching and threshold visibility energies was the same for 
• 	roentgen rays as it was for light. 

First the ratio had to be determined for light. In one experiment 

a retina was bleached from a medium red to faint pink in 3. 3 minutes 

by 10 fc of white light, and to yellow-white in 8 minutes. In another 
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experiment a retina was bleached from medium pink to pinkish yellow 

in 66 minutes of 1/2 fc In both experiments the dose for bleaching to 

faint pink was 33 fc-minutes The exact agreement is certainly for -

tuitous, but it does illustrate that bleaching is a function of dose rather 

than of intensity. The threshold dose for electrical response of the 

frog retina was about 	fc for 1/2 minute (see Table 1 ) or about 8 x 

i -  fc.-minutes. The ratio of bleaching and threshold visibility doses 

for light was about 4 x 10. 

The threshold roentgen ry do.efor electrical respQnse of a 

frog retina was about 10-06r/second for5 seconds (seeTable 5)  or 

•about One r, If the same ratio held for roentgen rays as held for light, 

the bleaching roentgen ray dose would be about 50 million r. 

Bleaching with High Energy Particles.* It was apparent that a 

conventional roentgen ray generator could not supply the estimated 

bleaching dose with a reasonable duration of exposure, so other types 

of ionization sources were .tried. A retina was exposed to 190 Mev 

• deuterons from the 184-inch cyclotron for a total dose of abOut 5 x 10 

rep. A: ip' 	ta1nto be 94 ergs released in each gram of tissue ir - 

'radiated, The retia was not bleached perceptibly more than the un-

exposed control retina. 

Two retinas were exposed to a beam of 40 Mèv alpha particles 

from the 60-inch cyclotron for a total of 20 minutes at one micro-j 

ampere per cm 2 . At'the center of the beam the retinas received a 

dose of over 3 x 10 rep, and they were completely charred in that 

area. The remainder of the retinas were dried, coagulated, and 

bleached, but this might well have been caused by heat conducted 

from the central region. 

A retina (from Rana clamatans) wa -s exposed for 15 minutes 

to an 8 x 10 - 9 ampere/cm 2  beam of the alpha prticles, and received 

a total dose of about 16 x 106  rep, Where the beam had struck it the 

retina was an opaque yellow-white, and definitely appeared to be 

coagulated. The remainder of the retina, like' the control retina, was 

still a light salmon red in color, 

* Mr. Hal Anger aided in the use of the deuteron beam, and Mr. Joseph 
Sayeg in the use of the alpha particle beam. 
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From these experiments it. was concluded that ionizing particles 

could bleach visual purple when applied in doses of' over. 10 rep, but 

that at the highintsi1ies. used the.heat effects interfered, with recogni-
tion of the bleaching. 

• 	 Bleaching with Intense Roentgen Rays. A beryllium window type 

Picker X-ray generator, run at 50 kilovolts and 25 milliamperes, was 

used as the source of a very intense roentgen ray beam, * A bullfrog 
retina was exposed to 1. 7 x 1Q 6  r at an intensity of 3 x 10 r/rninute, 

and showed no bleaching. It was then given an additional dose of 7. 5 x 
• 	10 6  r, and still remained unble'ached. 

Two retinas were given a total dose of 130 x 106  r at an intensity 
of 4. 7 x 10' r/minute. They were both bleached yellow-white, and the 

protein was coagulated and apparently broken down - - the retinas had 

the characteristic (and unforgettable) odor of decayed frog tissue. The 

control retinas, were still pink in color. 

Another two retinas were given a total dose of 27 x 106  r at an 
intensity of 3 x 10 5  r/minute. One of them was found to have been 

covered by a large blood clot, and was still pink and fluid in appear-

ance. The control retinas had the same appearance. The other éx-
posed retina had the odor of decayed frog protein, and looked as if 

yellow and pink pigments were dispersed in an opaque white, solidified 

tissue. This bleaching appeared to have been a direct effect of the 

roentgen rays, not an indirect heating effect. Otherwise, the retina 

which was shielded from the rays by the blood clo.t would have been 

coagulated by heat conducted through the clot. 

To determine the heat effect more precisely, the above experi-

ment was reproduced and the temperature at the retina measured with 

a thermocouple during the irradiation. It was found that the retina's 

temperature rose during the first 25 minutes of irradiation to 38-1/2 0  C 
± 20  C and stayed at that level during the remaining 65 minutes of ir-

radiation. Lythgoe and Quilliam (1938) had studied the thermal decompo-

sition of solutions of visual purple. They found that the rate of thermal 

* Mr. Robert Mortimer aided in the dosimetry of this be4m. 
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decomposition was affectedbythe pH of the solution, being least between 

pH 5. 5 and 8.5, :and.increasing rapidly outside that range.: If the pH of 

visual purple while in the retina is in that range, then a one hour exposure 

to 400  C should bleach about 15 percent of the visual purple.. This was 

found to be the case when a dark-adapted bullfrog retina was maintained 

at a.temperature between 38 and 40 0  C for 4-1/2 hours. In this time the 

• retina changed color only from a deep red to a light red. So heat was 

shown to produce only a small part of the observed bleaching from 

• roentgen irradiation. 

From the above experimehtsit can be concluded that roentgen rays 

in doses of over 10 r produce recognizable bleaching of visual purple. 

This bleaching is only in small part caused by heating of the retina. The 

ratio of.bleaching and threshold visibility doses is about the same for 

roentgen rays as it is for light -- about 107 to one. Unlike light, bleaching 

doses of roentgen rays also denature the proteins of the retina. 

The Relations between Ganglion Cell Discharges and Visual Purple. 

The experiments -on bleaching have shown that roentgen rays are 

• capable of affecting the visual system by energizing visual purple. In 

the next section will be described experiments in which it was shown by 

the micro-electrode technique that the roentgen rays can elicit a 

typical electrical response in the frog retina. It is the connection be-

tween visual purple and those responses, those discharges of ganglion 

cells, that is discussed below. 

In the experiments of this study only the off- or on-responses were 

used, and these only near threshold. If both on- and off-responses were 

picked up from a given micro-electrode site, and if both responses were 

made up of the same height and shape of spike-type discharges, the 

ganglion cell was known to be an on-off type. But if only, say, off-re-

sponses were picked up, then there was no way of knowing from these 

whether the ganglion cell was a pure off-type (giving only off-responses) 

or whether it was an on-off-type with a very high on/off ratio of thres-

holds. Similarly, the detection of only on-responses might indicate 

either a pure on-type (giving only on-responses) or an on-off-type. 
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• 	 .Granit and his co-workers have studied tie spectral responsivity 

• 	to light of these various types of ganglion cells. They found that the 

pure on-types all showed a scotopic; spectral sensitivity that was a very 

close fit to the absorption spectrum of visual purple (Donner and Granit 

(1949)) Some of the on-off-type showed the same behavior, others had 

different distributions of spectral sensitivity, but these tended toward 

the visual purple curve as dark-adaptation continued. This was found 

true for both the on- and off-responses Most of this work was done 
• 	

onthe cat. However, that it also.applies to the frog is indicated by 

• 	Granit's statement (1947, •p 269) that the scotopic sensitivity curve 

forthe frog, like that for cats, rats, and guinea pigs, fitted the visual 
• ' 	purple absorption curve. Granit and Sváetichin (1939, p. 169) describe 

for the frog a site (their Figure 1) which gave an off-response and 

8howed a Purkinje shift during dark-adaptation; and they remark that 

they had many such. experiments. So it can be concluded that all the 

responses of the pure on-type and on-off-type ganglion cells at scotopic 

threshold are dominated by rod activity and show a spectral sensitivity 

based on visual purple absorption of 1ight No information could be 

found on the scotopic sensitivity of the pure off-type cells. 

Thus it has been shown above that at scotopic threshold, light 

provokes all the responses of on-off-type and pure on-type ganglion 

cells through a series of processes. that includes the energizing of 

visual purple by light Since it has been found that roentgen rays can 

evoke those same electrical responses.at  scotopic threshold, and 

since it has been shown that roentgen rays can energize visual purple 

and that this is the most likely process by which they affect the visual 

system, it seems reasonable to consider those responses to be de-

pendent onthe energization of visual purple by the rays. 

Effect of.Roentgen Rays on Cones. 

The dark-adapted eye is dominated by rod activity, so any cone 

activity would be hard to detect There is some indirect evidence 

that cones are affected byroentgen rays. Figure 14 shows that for a 

frog retina the roentgen ray threshold drops along an inflected time 
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• ... 	course during dark-adaptation. This inflection is customarily regarded 

as the change from a cone-dominated to a rod-dominated retina The 

inflection for.the corresponding dark-adaptation curve of the light thres- 

• hold occurred later and was much more pronounced,. . indicating that the 

'light stimulus had more effect on the cones relative to the rods .than did 

the roentgen ray stimulus. . .•.: 

Bellucci found that the color of the roentgen ray phosphene changed 

from blue through green toward yellow as the intensity, of the stimulus 

'was, increased and that the brightness increased simultaneously. This 

simultaneous change in two supposedly independent as.pects:of the sensa-

tion.indicates that more than one receptor type must have been excited. 

.One'•or more of those receptor types, was.probably.a cone. In that case, 

all receptor types would be simultaneously stimulated by the roentgen 

rays in an amount proportional to the concentration and quantum yield 

of the photohemical -'in each receptor. This should be a useful tool in 
• 	•. 

 

an analysis of :  the photoc'hemical concentrations and the contributions 

to sensation of each, receptor type.  

The-presence of an inflection in the roentgen ray dark-adaptation 

curve .for the frog', and: the change in color and intensity of the phos.phene 

with roentgen ray intensity suggest that roentgen rays affect cones, as 

well as rods . 	. 	. 

Conclüsion.s 	. 	 . 	 . . 

Arguments and evidence have been presented that the sites of ,  

action of roentgen rays on the visual system are the photochemicals 

of the photoreceptor cells'. 

It was shown that fluorescence induced by roentgen rays was in-

sufficient to account for the p'hos'phene.  

It was found that roentgen rays and ionizing particles woul.d 

ble.ach visual purple if given in.doses of the ,order of io r. This 

bleaching .could not be attributed, to the heat produced during irradia-

tion. The ratio of bleaching an4,threshold  responsedoses was about 

the same for roentgen rays as-it was for light. -- about 1O to one. 



Bleaching doses of ionizing particles or radiations, unlike light, also 

denatured the proteins of the retina 

Reasons were presented for believing that at scotopic threshold 

all the responses of on-off-te aixlilire on-type ganglion cells evoked by 

roentgen rays are dependent on the energization of visual purple by the 

roentgen rays. 

The presence of an inflection in the roentgen ray dark-adaptation 

curve for the fro and the change in color and intensity of phosphene 

with roentgen ray intensity in the human suggestthat roentgen rays 

affect cones as well as rods 

/ 
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X. A COMPARISON OF THE ELECTRICAL RESPONSES TO 
LIGHT AND TO ROENTGEN RAYSOF THE FROG RETINA 

A series of experiments were carriedout on the comparative effects 

of rOentgen rays and light on the electrical discharges of ganglidn cell6 

in frog retinas Many similarities and some differences were found 

The relative enérgyefficieñcie.s of lightand roentgen rays as visual 

stimuli were determined. These results are presented below and 

their basis discussed 

Experimental Procedure 

In situ preparations of frog retinas were studied by the elect ro-

physiological technique described in Sections II and IV. The frog was 

placed on a microscope stage, but the optical head of the microscope 

was removed to allow mounting a portable, medical-type roentgen ray 

generator directly over the frog's eye, as shown in Figure 26. A cop-

per box was placed around the microscope and generator to provide 

electrical and roentgen ray shielding. Rays from the light Source pas-

sed through a hole in the box and were directed by mirrors onto the 

eye of the frog. Because glass and many other materials fluoresced 

under the action of roentgen. rays all exposed surfaces of such mat-

erials were covered with black paint. The micro-electrodes' glass 

sheaths were painted to within about 0. 1 mm of the tips, and only 

front-surfaced mirrors were used. A more detailed description of 

the apparatus is given in Appendix 3. Either roentgen rays or light 

could be applied to the frog's eye in an automatically timed cycle.of "on!t 

and "off" periods. The control mechanisms are described in Appendix 

3C. 

Bullfrogs were customarily used in these experiments. They 

were all collected in the summer and showed less hardiness and a much 

greater tendency to bleed freelythan did the winter frogs used in the 

preceding experiments. 

The usual cycle of stimulation consisted of 5 seconds of stimula-

tion and 10 seconds of rest. In this case a stimulus was considered to 
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• 	be threshold when it.produceda response in only three out of four succes- 

sive stimuiations. .Sometithes a cycle of 5 seconds stimulation and either 

60 or 120 secondsestwa:s used. Thena less rigorous criterion was 

applied; if the response consist-ed of one (or sometimes two) electrical 

impulses, the stimulus ws considered to be threshold. 

The relative roentgenrayintensities were known with a prqbable 

error of ±3 percent, ut the absolute intensities to only ±10 percent. 

The relative light intensities were known to ±20 percent, -but the ab- 

solute intensities to only ±50 percent. The sources of these inaccuracies 

are discussed in Appendies 2 and 3. 

Measurements of the comparative light and roentgen ray thres-

holds were made on single ganglion cells for a total time of 57 hours 

A technique was devised, and is described above, which permits 

comparing théresponsivities to light and to roentgen rays of a single 

frog retinal ganglion cell. 

Influence of.theCentr.l Nervous Systen. 	. 

Aswas found previously forlight alone (see Section IV), pithed 

frogs showed the same responses and sensitivity to light and roentgen 

rays as did curarized frogs, indicating  that the central nervous system 

has little influence on these responses of the frog retina 

Non-.Specificity of Response to Light or to Roentgen Rays.. 

The. impulses discharged by a given retinal ganglion cell had the 

same waveform and discharge rate whether the retina was stimulated 

with light or with roentgen rays. Depending on whether the ganglion 

cell showed an on-response, an off-response, or a continuous response 

when light was used, the ganglion cell showed the same type of response 

when roentgen rays were used. 	• 	 - 

Only the off-response to roentgen rays was used in the quantita-

tive studies This was because the high-voltage 60 cps alternating 

current which was produced during operation of the roentgen ray 

generator induced a large alternating voltage in the electrical measur-

ing equipment and interfered with the recognition of the continuous and 

on-responses. In some instances itwas possible to hear the amplified 

discharge of the ganglion cell over the 60 eps hum. In every such case 
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• .. . the on-response had about the same threshold as off-responses., Thus, 
-4.41 

inRun 58 7 2 the on.response threshold intensity was. 10 	. fc, for light 

and
0.56 

 r/sec for roentgen rays.with 5. .seconds of.st,imuiatiôn and 

10 of rest. ..This indicates that for ro.entgen rays, as far light, the on 

and off.-responses had about the same threshoid. •. . . ... . 

From the above observationsit -can be concluded that roentgen 

ray and light. stimulations of a frog retina both evoke the same types 

of response from a given ganglion cell,, and.,with the same relative 

responsivity for the-different types of responses. ...... . 

Factors Affecting the Electrical Responsivity. 	. 

The electrical responsivity of the frog retina to light and to 

roentgen rays was found to depend on a number of factors. Some, 

such as, the di.jratibn of the stimulus, the state of adaptation, and the 

nutritional condition of the retina, could be controlled. Sóm'ewere 

inherent, such as, a "fatiguing" effect of roentgen rays, and the re-

sponsivity of the particular ganglion cell being measured.. And others 

were accidental, such as, the amount of radiati.ai absorbed in the eye 

.before it. could reach the .photoreceptor cells of the retina. : 

Effect of Absorption of the Stimulus Before it Reached the Retina 

The stimuli intensities were calibrated onthe assumptionthat 

they were not absorbed in the frog before they reached the retina 

Any' such absorption made it necessary to supply a higher measured 

intensity to the frog to get the nominal intensity atthe. retina, and 

thus increased, the apparent threshold of.the retina. .... 

Because of their relatively great penetratingp.ower,. roentgen 

ays:were much less affected by such absorp,tions than was light.  It 

was known that part of the roentgen r.ay beam was absorbed in the 

frog's head be1ore..reaching the retina. The amo.untof absorption 

was estimated by measuring the beam intensity with a Victore.en 

thimble type ionization chamber, then covering the chamber with 

the detached top of a. bullfrog' s head and noting the. decrea:se in in- 

tennity. It was found that the absorption in the frog's head decreased 

°' 14 the intensity by a maximum factor of 10 
	 . .. 
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As has been mentioned in Section V, the receptive field of.the gang- 

lion cell being measured was sometimes shielded from the light beam 

• 	by the iris. This resulted in high measured threshold to light and a 

normal threshold to roentgen rays. An example is given by the thres-

holds listed in Tables III and IV for. Run 65-3 It can be seen that the 

• light thresholds of Run 65-3 are higher than the rest by a far greater 

amount than the fluctuations in the thresholds of the other runs. How-

ever, the roentgen raythresholds of Run 65-3 fit within the fluctuation 

range of the other runs, showing that only the light threshold was af-

fected. Because the light thresholds of Run 653 were obviously affected 

by a change in the uncontrolled experimental factors, they were not used 

in any of the computations based on the data of Tables III and IV. The 

rOentgen ray thresholds were unaffected and were used in the computa-

tions. 

Sometimes blood seeped into the eye and absorbed some of the 

light beam. This was usually recognized by the gradually rising light 

threshold and the experiment was halted. : 

In experiment number 50 (see Section IV and V)  a retina was 

measured in which light seems to have been absorbed by abnormal 

pigmentation of the retina. 

It was estimated that in the normal retina the remaining vitreous 

humor and fluid in the eye absorbed and reflected a total oflO percent 

of the light beam. 

It was observed that when the micro-electrode was shifted to 

a different ganglion cell on the retina, the threshold for light might 

change considerably (e. g., 30 fold) while the threshold for roentgen 

rays hardly cha,iged at all (e g , 2 fold). This was probably because 

changes in'absorption affected a greater fraction of the light beam 

than of the roentgen ray beam.. The receptive fields of the different 

ganglion cells may very well have received different intensities of 

light because of shadowing by the iris or because the curvature of 

the retina changed the angle of incidence of the field to the beam of 

light. Very likely a small portion of the threshold change between 

sites was caused by the  difference in inherent responsivity of the gang-

lion cells. The difference in constancy of light and roentgen ray 

thresholds across the retina is therefore thought to be merely an arte-

fact introduced by the experimental procedure. . 



Some of the factors which were found to shield the retina from the 

incident light or roentgen ray. beams were discussed.. It was shown that 

such shielding of the retina would cause a higher appa.rent threshold. 

Those shielding factors which we.re constant were measured or estimated. 

The greater penetrating power of ,  roentgenra.ys was found to make such 

shielding have much less effect on the roentgen ray beam than on the light 

be3m. As a result, the roentgen ray threshold appeared much more con-

stant than that for light. This constancy would be of value in studies of 

re't•inal sensitivity. 	. 	. . 	. 	. 

Effect of Adaptation State 

It was found that the responsivity to roentgen rays increased with 

dark-adaptation and decreased with light-adaptation of the rena, much 

as did the responsivity to light. Similarly, the responsivityto light 

decreased on intense stimulation of the retina with roentgen rays, and 

then incre.ased during subsequent non-stimulation. It was also.noted 

a number of times during the experiments that the responsivity to ro-

entgen rays decreased momentarily following an appreciably above-

threshold dose of roentgen rays. Thus, light and roentgen rays had 

similar effects on the retina in that exposure to either one reduced 

the responsivity.to  both. 	 . 

Change in .Responsivity to Light and Roentgen Rays During Light-

Adaptation, In Figure 15A are shown the results of an experiment in 

which the thresholds of light and roentgen rays for an off-response were 

measured alternately while the eye was adapting to various levels of 

superimposed continuous illumination It is interesting to note that 

the changes in responsivity during light adaptation seem to be made 

up of an immediate process thattended to raise the threshold and a 

slow process that tended to lower the threshold. The ratio of light 

and roentgen ray thresholds remained nearly constant during all the 

adaptation, showing the similar effect of the two stimuli. 

Change in Re sponsivity to Light and Roentgen. Rays During Dark-

Adaptation. The lowering of threshold for light and for roentgen rays 

during recoveryfrom light-adaptation can be seen, also, in Figure iSA. 
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The rapid and slow processes are again seen, but this time both pro-

cesses tend to lower the threshblds. Again the ratio of light and roent-

• 	gen ray thresholds remained  nearly constant. 

Figure 14 Shows the lowering of threshold during recovery from 

adaptation to a more intense light. The threshold was first measured 

for roentgen rays alone, then the iightadaptation was repeated and 

the threshold for light alone measured during recovery. There was 

an inflection in the time course of the light threshold, and evidence 

•of an earlier, less pronounced inflection in the time course of the 

light threshold. The significance of this has been discussed in the 

preceding sectiOn. 

Both observations siow that the responsivities tolight and to 

roentgen rays have similar, perhaps identical, increases during re-

covery from iightadaptation. 

Change in the Responsivity to Light Following Exposure to Ro-

entgen Rays. The effect on the light threshold Of short exposure to 

intense roentgen rays is shown in Figure 16. The ganglion cell of 

this experiment had a lower light threshold for its on-response I  then 

for its off-response. The first .pentgen ray dose caused a sudden 

rise in the light threshold, followed by a slow fall: and a later slow 

rise. The second dose caused the threshold for the on-response to 

rise so high that the threshold for the off-response was now the lower 

one. Gernandt (1949 a s  b) noted many such changes following weak 

light adaptation, and concluded that, in general, the effect of the 

adapting lightwas shown most strongly on the mos,t sensitive type 

of response of the gnaglion cell being measured. In this effect the 

roentgen rays behaved similarly to an adapting light. The third dose 

-of roentgen rays caused the threshold for the off-response to light 

to rise suddenly and then slowly recover.. So it, can be seen that 

the thresholds of bOth the on and off-responses to light are affected 

by exposure of the retina to roentgen rays, much as they are affected 

by exposure to light. 

Difference in Adaptation to Thre shold Roentgen Ray. or Light 

Stimuli It was noticed that when, during periodic stimulation, a 

switch was made from roentgen rays to light, or vice versa, as a 

stimulus, an off-response to the first cycle of the new stimulus could 
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be obtained, with a lower intensity than would produce an.off-response 

on any of the succeeding cycles. This was true even when the retina 

was thoroughly dark-adapted, and had been cyclically stimulated with 

a thre.sl old stimulus just before, the switchover which Was made with-

out skipping a cycle of stimulation. . . . 

A possible explanation is'Xhat there was a difference in the areal 

distributions of intensity of the light and the roentgen ray.stimuli across 

the, receptive field of 'the g.anglion cell being tested. Then the patterns 

of, adaptation of the responding elements (photoreceptor cells and their 

neural connections). to threshold stimulation would ,be different for the 

two stimuli. When the retina was adapted to one type of stimulus, 

some of the responding elements.'wóuld be more sensitive than they 

would be when the, retina wasadapted to the other type of stimulus. 

A 'change in the stimulus type would allow this greater responsivity 

to show until the elements became adapted to the new intensity dis-

tribution.  

The fact that the roentgen ray.threshold was more constant 

from ganglion cell to ganglion cell in a given retinathan was the 

light threshold (see page80) was ascribed to a greater uniformity of 

roentgen ray intensit,y than of light irtensity from receptor,to recep-

tor across the retina. , The above' observation that after a series of 

threshold stimulations of a frog retina with roentgen rays, a sub-

threshold light stimulus, or vice versa, would produce .a response 

was explained on the same basis,.  

The Effect of Rest Time on Responsivity. In Tables III and IV 

are listed the intensities of.roentgen rays and light, respectively,  

that evoked threshold off-responses when applied for 5 seconds at 

regula,r interval.s to a frog retina.. Results are given for rest times 

of 10, 60, and 120 seconds between the stimulations. The means and 

probable errors of the thresholds were computed and plotted in Fig- 

ure 17 together with the thresholds. (The,, light thresholds of Run 65-3 

were not used in this, calculation for the reason discussed on page 80.,) 

From the figure it can readily. be  seen that the greater the rest time 

between stimulations, the lower the threshold, both for roentgen rays 

and for light. 	 ' 	 , 	, 
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TABLE III 

VALUES OF ROENTGEN RAY INTENSITIEs' THAT PRODUCED THRESHOLD 
OFF-RESPONSES AFTER PERIODIC- APPLICATION OF A 

WTVV S1C(ThTfl '. T -?ATTT.TTTC wor'r. W-rT1.TA 

- YE J..LL JJ 	 .)LJLD ie.. ULweILbLUJ1UJj 

58-3 	- 12:58 	---• .083 1.211 
58.3 1:02 -. 022 .741, 
58-3- 108-1/2 258 552 
58-3 1:14 -.213 .612 
58-3 1:27 -.170 .676 
58-3 1:30 -. 170 .676 
61-9 11:12-1/2 -.688 .205 
66-3 2:18 -.' 148 .711 
66-3 2:18-1/2- -.245 .569 66_3 2:23 -. 179 .662 
Mean ' '0;'b2, P. E. 0. 166 

With 120 seconds rest 
61-9 	' ' 	 1136 	. -,. 756 . 175 
619 . . 	 11:38-1/2 ,-'.751 .177 
61-9 . 	 12:13 -.. 766 . 171 
61-9 12:18 -.766 .. 	 . 	171 
61-9 1:10 -.62 .240 
Mean' . 	 0195,. P. 	E. 	'= 	-. .0.021 

Run Number ' 	 Time Log I, r/sec' I, r/sec 
With 60 seconds rest between stimuli ' 

• 	 65-3' 	. 	 . ... 	6.:47 	. -.71 .195 
65-3 	' 	 ,. -. 	 7:06 -. 57 	' .263 

• 	 . 	

' 	 65-3 	' 7:10 -.48 ' 	 .33.1. 
65-3 	. 	 . 7:34-1/2 	. -,39 	. 407 
65-3 7:51 . 	 -.22 '  .603 
66-3 9:26 -.452 ' 	 353 
66-3 9:27 -.452 .353 
66-3 	 . . 9:38 -.. 642 .228 
663 9:39 -...642 .228 
66-3 . 	 9:50 -. 990 . 102' 
66-3 10:13 . 	 -.990 . 102 
66-3 	 . 10:51 . 404 .- 	.395 
66-3 	' .- 	-.11:01 -. 501  
66-2 '- 	2:04 - 68 .209 
66-3 	' 	 . . 	 2:25-1/2' -.267 ' 	 540 

2:26-1/2 .267 . .540 
66-3 3:10 -.24 .575 
Mean . 	 0.3381 7= 0. 103' 

- The ga.nglion  cells used in Runs 58-3, 65-.3 and. 66-3 are known to have 
been the on-o.ff type. Those of the other runs may have been either that 
type or pure off-elements. 

4 
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TABLE IV 

VALUES OF LIGHTI INTENSITIES THAT PRODUCED THRESHOLD 
OFF-.RESPONSESAFTER;PERIoDIC APPLICATION OF A 

FIVE SECOND.STIMULUS TO FROG RETINA 

Run Number 	 Time 	 Log I,fc x'10 6 	- I,fc.x 107b 
With 10 seconds rest 

58-3 1:3 1-1/2 -4. 06 87 
58-3 1:33 -4.06 	. 87 
61-9 11:10 -3.87 

. 

135 
61-9 .11:14-1/2 -3.89 129 
61-9 11:15 -3.87 135 
61-9 11:17 -3.874 134 
61-9 11:22 -3..874 134 
64-1 10:0,7-1/2 -3.87 135 

• 	 64-1 10:10-1/2 -3.95 112 
64-1 	. 10:13 •• 	-3.99 1.02 
64-1 10:14 , ' 	-4.03 93 
64.1 	•. .-. 	 . 10:23 . 	 . . 	 -4. 06 87 
64-1 10:28 -4. 03 93 . 

64-1 10:28-1/2 -4.02 95-1/2 
64-1 . 	10:34-1/2 -3.87 , 135 
65-3 	 , 6:27 	. -2.36 4365 
65-3 	. 	 , 	 . ' 	6:28 -2.44 . . 	 3631 
65-3 	 . 	. 	. 6:32 	. ' 	 -2. 38 . 4169 
65-3 	 ' 6:34 	' 	. -2.33 .4677 
Omitting points of Run.65-3, 	Mean = 112. 9, P. E. = 13. 9 

Run Number 	' Time Log I,fc x 10 Lfc x 10-6 
With 60 seconds rest 

64-1 . , 10:50 -4.20 	' 	' 63 
64-1 11:00 	 ' -4.05 89 
64-1 11:08-1/2 -3.99 .102 
64- 1 '11: 10-1/2 	 . . 95 112 
65-3 '6:37 -2. 38 4169 
65-3 ' 	6:39 	 • -2.41 	• 3890 
65-3 6:41-1/2' -2.44 3631 
65-3 	 . 6:50 -2.42 3802 
.65-3 	'. '6:55-1/.2 -2.36 4365 

6:59 	 • 	. -2.32 4790 
Omitting points of,Run 65-3,Mean = 9175, P. E. 	12.4 

With 120 seconds rest 
' • 61-9' • 	11:28 	 ' 	' 10 79.4. 

61-9 • 	11:30 	 • -4.08 	• 83.2 
61-9 11:45 -4. 11 77.6 
6.1-9 	. ':12:094/2 	- -4 	11 • 	77 	6 
61-9- 	. 1:03' 	• -4.02 95.5 

• 	 Mean= 82.7, P. E. 	4. 	5. 	. 	 .. 	 . 	.•' . . 	. 	. 	. 

• 	. 	 . 	. 	 , 	. 	• . 	 With 20 seconds rest 
58-3 1:36 	 . -4.06 	•, 	 • 	. 87. 1 
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Effect of Duration of Stimulus on Responsivity .  

In Figure 18 are shown the results of measurements of the effect 

of duration of stimulus on the energy (duration times intensity) needed 

for a threshold response to roentgen rays. In Figure 19 are shown 

similar results for threshold response to light of the same ganglion 

cell The measurements were made by applying the stimulus cyclically 

for various durations, with the rest period always kept about 60 seconds 

For each duration the intensity of the stimulus was adjusted from cde 

to cycle until threshold responses were obtained This was continued 

until it was found that the threshold intensity remained constant for 

several minutes, and the final value was the one used 

In Figure 20 is plotted the logarithm of the threshold energy 

versus the logarithm of the duration The graphs have the same shape 

for both roentgen rays and light They show that for durations less 

than a certain critical value, the responsivity is independent of dura-

tion and depends only on the stimulus energy. For durations greater 

than that value, the responsivity depends only on the stimulus intensity.  

The critical duration was 6 3 seconds for light and 2 0 seconds for ro-

entgen rays, each having an accuracy of ± 20 percent The data were 

insufficient to establish whether the transitionbetween these two re-

lations was sharp (solid line of Figure 21) or. gradual (dotted line) 

de Haas (1903) made a quantitative study of the excised frog eye 

using the ballistically recorded electroretinogram as an index He 

found that for durations up to 8 seconds the size of the response was 

constant as long as the product of intensity and duration of illumination 

were kept constant. The relations found in the present study are of 

exactly the type found by Hartline (1934) for the light stimulus necessary 

to produce a constant frequency of discharge in a single optic nerve 

fiber of Lirnulus, and by Graham and Margaria (1935) for the threshold 

light stimulus on a peripheral retinal area two minutes of arc across 

in the human eye 

Theoretical Interpretations of the Effect of Duration on Threshold 

Energy 	Hartline (1934) in discussing his results, considers the re- 

ciprocity of light and intensity to be a basic feature of the Limulus re-

tina and to indicate that the photosensory mechanism has a simple 
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photochemical basis to which the Bunsen-Roscoe law may be appUe. 

The apparent limitation, of this reciprocity at.some critical duration 

he regards asa consequence of the visual . response having already been 

determinedat that time by the preceding illumination and no longer 

being susceptible to any further. illumination. In support of this i4ea 

he points out that the latent period of the ensuing continu.ous response 

is just a little longer than the critical duration. 

The present study was done using the off-response of the frog 

retIna, and this response does not appear until afe.r all of the stim-

ulation has been given.. The latent period between ces,satiqn of a stim-

ulus and appearance of the response was not observed to depend on the 

duration of the stimulus, and was considerably less than the critical 

duration (see p.88 ).. Yet the off-responses showed the same dependence 

of re.sponsivity on duration as didthe continuous responses studjed 

by Hartline. His explanation of that dependence can be applied to off-

re sponse s only if it is assumed that the response to the stimulus of 

some retinal process has already been determined at a particular 

time after the onset of the stimulus. Some energy is stored during 

the stimulation. It is released at the cessation of the stimulus to 

start another process, which by the end. of ;the. latent period has pro-

duced the off-rezponse..: Such a mechanism.is remarkably like  that 

proposed.by Granit (see.1947) to account for the off-effect of the 

electroretinogram., If such a mechanism.is.i.de .ntified, it will very 

likely be found .responsible for the off-responses as well as. the off-

effect. 

The ao.ve  observations showed that for both light and. roentgen 

rays the threshold stimulus energy required for an off-response is 

ind.ependent of the stimulus, duration up to a critical value.  Above 

that duration the respon.sivity depends only on. the stimulus intensity. 

Similar results have been found in Limulus and man for responsivity 

of a small number of retinal receptors. The theoretical .basis for 

such results was discussed, and when. it was applied to off-responses 

it led to the suggestion that the same mechanism is responsib]e for 

those responses as is responsible for the off-effect of the electro-

ret mo gram, 	, 	 . 



The Importance  of Periodicity of Stimulation. 

In the two preceding paragraphs it has been shown that both the 

duration of the stimulus and the rest time between -  stimulations affected 

the responsivity ofthè retina. This explains why reproducible thresh-

old measurements could not be made of either the light ox rdntgen ray 

thresholds until both these factors were held constant. 

Latency of Response for Roentgen Rays and Light 

It was observed in experiment number 64 that a period of between 

1. 3 and 3.1 seconds ensued between the cessation of a threshold stimulus 

and the appearance of the ganglion cell discharge, and that this latency 

was usually between 2.1 and 2.5 seconds. In experiment number 65 the 

threshold latency was between 1.7 and 2. 5 seconds for ganglion cell 

nuinber2 and about one second for ganglion cell number 3. In experi-

ment number  66 the latency at threshold varied between 0. 7 and 2. 5 

seconds, with 1.2 seconds being the most common value. These la-

tencies are comparable with the maximum value of 2.2 seconds found 

byEinthoven and Jolly (1908) for the a-wave of the frog electroretino- 

gram when very weak light stimuli were used. As is customarily 

found, the latency.decreased as the stimulus was raised above thresh- 

old value In no case was any significant difference found between 

the latencies for light and for roentgen rays. 

"Fatiguing't Effects of Roentgen Rays on the Re tina. 

It has been reported by Himstedt for the human eye and Thier 

for the frog eye.that prolonged exposure to radium rays reduced the 

respqnsivity of the eye to those rays, (See pages 48 and 5.6)A similar 

effect of roentgen rays was looked for, and found in the following ex-

pe riment s. 

• • 	Ciulative Effect of Roentgen Ray Irradiation. A number of 

measurements were made of the.thresholds for light and for. roentgen 

rays of the same ganglion cell, and the.results are listed below in 

Table V. The first six columns give the raw data, Thus, the first 

line of the table states that in experiment number 58 when ganglion 
1. 	 cell number. 3 was stimulated witha cycle of, 5 seconds stimulation 
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with a cycle of 5 seconds stimulation and 10 seconds rest, at 11:29 pm its 
-3.26 

light, threshold was 10 	footcandles and its roentgen ray threshold 

was 100 0 roentgens per second The next two column refer to a 

rection of the thresholds to the extrapolated values of the thresholds for 

an infinite.rest time between stimulations.. The corrections to beap-

plied were obtained by. extrapo]a.tionto infinite.rest time of curves 

through the means of the data of Tables UI and IV. The value,s of the 

extrapolated means at infinite time are indicated in Figure 17. The last 

column of Table V gives the total minute sof exposure to near-threshold 

intensitiesof roentgen rays the retina had had at the time the thresholds 

were measured. The "d indicates that the retina had been dark-adapt-

ing at least 15 minutes at the time of the measurements. 

The ratios of the roentgen ray threshold intensitieS to the light 

threshold intensities, corrected to infinite rest time, are plotted 

versus the roentgen ray thresholds in Figure 21. Each point represents 

the simultaneous thresholds of the same ganglion cell for light and ro-

entgen rays. Circles are placed around those points which represent 

the threshold values before the ga.nglion cells had been much. irradiated. 

Similarly, squares are placed around flue points which represent the 

threshold values after theganglion cells had received a relatively large 

total amount of radiation If the ratio of roentgen ray threshold to light 

threshold is considered, it js found that the irradiation has produced a 

statistically significant, jnc.reasein the ratio. This1 is shown in Table 

VI in which the ratios are tabulated separately for small and large 

amounts of. irradiation, and the means and probable errors given for 

both conditions. 

From this it can be concluded that there is cumulative effect of 

frequent irradiation with near-threshold doses of roentgen rays. This 

effect tends to raise the threshold for roentgen rays with respect to 

the threshold for light.  

Reversibility of Cumulative Effect. It was often noted during the 

experiments that the thresholds of an irradiated retina tended to return 

to the pre-irradiation values during any period of non-irradiation. This 

is especially well Shown by experiment number 66 (consult both Table V 

and Table VI)in which a retina, that had already been exposed to 2 minutes 
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TABLE V 

VALUES OF THRESHOLD, LIGHT AND ROENTGEN. RAY STIMULI AT A 
GIVEN TIME FOR THE SAME RETINAL GANGLION CELL 

- 	 ... 	 Total Threshold Log I Threshold 

	

Threshold Log..I at 	rest. time Irradiation 
Run Time Seconds Light Roentgen Light Roentgen minute-s 
No. 	 On Off 	fc- 	rays 	fc 	rays 

	

r/Sec 	 r/sec 
O) j. 1;'7 .) LU -. 	U • UUJ J. -. UT .1. %J 	',i 

58-3 11:37 5 10 -3.26 .069 -3,42 -.64 4.7 d 
58-3 11:42 5 10 -3.26 .069 -342 -.64 5.0 d 
58-3 12 02 5 10 -4 13 - 34 -4 29 -1 05 6 7 
58-3 12:24 .5 10 -4,15 -.49 -4.31 -1.20 . 9.2 
58-3. 12:48 5 10 -3.81 ,. 	.086 -3.97 -.62 12.2 
58-3 1255 5 10 -3 85 087 -4 01 - 62 12.8 
58-3 12:58 5 10 -4.00 .083 -4.16 -.63 .13.0 
58-3 1 08 5 10 -4 06 - 26 -4 22 - 97 14.5 

.58-3 1:14 5 10 -4.06 -.21 -4.22 -.92 15.0 
58-3 1:27 5 10 -4. 06 -. 17 -4 22 -. 88 17.3 
.58-3 1:30 '5 10 -4.06 -.17 -4.22 -.88 18.3 
58-3 p.1:38 .5 20 -4.06 -.15 -4.20 -.71 18,5 
61-9 10 49 5 10 -4 35 - 78 -4 51 -1 49 0.7 d 
61-9 11 13 5 10 -3 88 - 78 -4 04 -1 40 1 3 d 
61-9 11 39 5 120 -4 	10 - 75 -4 	13 - 93 1.7 d 
61-9 12:03 3 120 -4.17 -.80 2.0 d 
61-9 .12:13  5 .120 -4.11 -.77 -4.14 -.95 2.1d 
61-9 12:17.5 120 -4.11 -.77. -4.14 .95 . 	2.2d 
61-9 " 12:31 10 120 -4.08 -.69 --i ----- 2.5 d 
61-9 12:47 20 . 	120 -4.03 -56, -- ----- 2.8 d 
61-9 12:49 20 120 -4.03 -.55 ----- 2.9 d 
61-9 1 13 5 120 -4 04 - 63 -4 07 - 81 3 2 d 
61-9 1:38 . 	3 120 -4.23 -.77 ----- ----- 3.7 d 
61-9 1:42 3 	. .120 -4.23 .-.74 ----- ----- 3.8 d 
66-3 905 5 10 -3 65 22 -3 	81 - 49 1 8 d 
66-3 9 17 5 60 -4 23 - 45 -4 30 - 87 2 5 
66-3 9 33 5 60 -4 41 - 63 -4 48 -1 05 3.0 d 
66-3 11:00 5 60 -4.55 -.50 -4.62 -.92 . 60d 
66-3 2:04 5 60 -3.83 -.69 -3.90 -1.11 *0,5 d 
66-3 , .3:13 5 60 -3.80 -.24 -3.87 -.66 5. id 

-1 11:13 5 60 -3.95 -1.22 , ----- 0.2 d 

d - - thoroughly dark-adapted. 	. 	. 
* - - 2-1/2 hours rest, then irradiated this additional amount 
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TABLE VI 

EFFECT OF PROLONGED THRESHOLD IRRADIATION ON RATIO OF 
ROENTGEN RAY THRESHOLD TO LIGHT THRESHOLD 

Run Number Time Log r/sec/fc 

Little irradiation 

Ratio r/sec/fc Total 
irrad 
Min.  

583 11 29 Z. 78 603 3.0 
61-9 10:49 3.02 1048 0.7 
61-9 11:13 2.64 437 1.3 
66-3 2:04 2.79 617 0.5 

Mean = 680, P. E. 	= 150 

Much irradiation 
58-3 18 3.51 3240 18.5 
58-3 1:27 3.34 2190 18.3 
58-3 1:14 3.30 2000 17.3 
61-9 1:42 3.26 1820 •, 	3 
61-9 1:38 	' 3. 19 1550 3.7 
66-3 11:00 3.70 5010 6.0 
66-3 3:13 3.21 = 	1620 5.1 

Mean = 2500,. P. E. = 780 

of intermittent near-threshold roentgen ray doses, was between 9:05 pm 

and 11:00 pm intermittently exposed for an additional 4 minutes. This 

caused the ratio of roentgen ray threshold to light threshold to rise from 
3.32 	3.70 	 , 10. 	to 10 	during that period.' In the following three hours the re- 

tina was giv.en an additional exposure totaling only 1/2 minute, and the 

ratio dropped to 102 During.the next hour another 5.minutes of ex-

posure was given, and the ratio rose to 10 21 

On the basis of this experiment and other observations, it was 

concluded that the cumulative effect of roentgen rays on retinal respon,s- 

• . ivity is reversible,  

Immediate "Fatiguingt' Effect of Roentgen Rays on Responsivity to 

Light. In Figure 15B are plotted the results of a continuation of the ex- 

perinment of Figure 15A. Each point was determined by a series of stim-

ulations at 15 second intervals.. It can be seen that after each series of 

threshold roentgen ray stimulations the light threshold was found to be 

higher, though in 2 or 3 minutes it returned to its original level. An 

estimate of the course of the variation in light threshold  is given by the 
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• 	broken line, . This same effect of, roentgen rays on;the light threshol4 

was noticed, but to about only one-quarter the extent, in the preceding 

part of the experiment (plotted in Figure 15A) The smaller effect 

can be: explained by the 	aller•.numb.er..  of stimulations .given in each 

series of successive roentgen ray stimulations 

The experiment discusse4.above. shows that threshold irradia-

tion with roentgen rays.caused an.immP*cIi4-W decrease in the respons-

ivity of the frog retina tolight.. The responsivity returned to normal 

in a few minutes. . . 

Immediate "Fatiguingt' Effect of Roentgen Rays on Retinal Re-

sponsivity to Roentgen Rays The decrease of threshold with in-

creasing time between periodic stimulations has been shown in Figure 

17,. In order to compare the decreases for light and.for roentgen rays' 

the thresholds of the two have to be expressed in the same units This 

can be done by making the reasonable assumption that if the rest time 

were infinite, the retina would.recover completely from the effects•.of 

any previous stimulation and reach its most responsive state. This 

state would be the same forboth roentgen rays and light, and the thresh-

olds of the two .at that time would both be (inverse) measures of the 

responsivities of..the same state. The roentgen ray and light thresh-

olds.can therefore be made comparable by expressing them in units 

of their respective thresholds at infinite rest time These latter 

thresholds were obtained by extrapolating the bestfit.ting curves through 

the means of the data, and the values .so obtained were 78 x 10 fc ± 

.8 percent and 0,130 r/sec ± 27 percent.. InFigure 22 are shown the 

data of Figure 17 expressed as multiples of these values. 

From Figure. 22 it can be seen that a threshold roentgen ray 

stimulus lowers the responsivity of theretina to roentgen rays more 

than a 'threshold light stimulus lowers the responsivity to light.- This 

could occur only if the' roentgen rays do something different to the 

retina from what light does In other words, if the rays did more to 

the retina than simply energize visual purple. It has already been 

pointed out that roentgen rays denatured the proteins of the retina 

while they were bleaching the.visual-purple., Furthermore, the rays 
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produce ionization throughout the retina, and it is conceivable that some 

of this ionization, rather than acting as an excitant to the visual system, 

acted to reduce the responsivity of some of the components of the system 

From the observed differencein the effect of rest time on the two 

thresholds it was concluded that a threshold roentgen ray stimulus lower-

ed the responsivity to light. It was suggested that this resulted from a 

desensitizing action of roentgen rays on the retina. 

Mechanism of the "Fatiguing" Effect of Roentgen Rays It has been 

shown that threshold roentgen irradiation produced an immediate reduc-

tion in the responsivity of the retina to light and to roentgen rays It 

has also been shown that prolonged thr:eshold roentgen irradiation re-

duced the responsivity to roentgen rays relative to the responsivity to 

light It is not known how these immediate and cumulative "fatiguingt' 

effects are related. . The retina was shown to recover from both effects. 

It is probable that the widespread ionization of the retinal tissues 

is responsible for the desensitizing effect of the roentgen rays. And. 

the following observation makes it seem likely that part ofthe effect 

involves a decrease in the action potentials of retinal neurons. It 

was ob.served many times that the electrical discharges of the ganglion 

cell, t.ended to decrease in size (as much as two thirds) during a pro-

longed series of frequent threshold stimulations with roentgen rays. 

The discharges returned to their original size in less than a minute 

after the irradiation had ceased. 

The reduction in action p:otential of the ganglion cells might have 

resulted because the ionization reduced the selective permeability of 

the neurons' membranes And a reduction, for the same reason, in 

the size of the bipolar cells' discharges would have the same effect as 

a reduction in the gnaglion cells' responsivity. Speculating further, 

this might also be the basis of the difference in critical duration for 

roentgen rays and light, since the length of the critical duration sug-

.gets that energy is summed in that period by a summing of neural 

responses rather than a summing of photochemcal aátions. Then, 

if the production of ions by the roentgen rays weakens those neural re-

sponses, they could no longer.be summed over such a long period. In 

connection with the effect of roentgen rays on membrane potentials, it 

might be mentioned that Bordier (1898) found that roentgen irradiation 
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• . reversibly reduced the osmotic prèssu.ré across a semi-perrneable mem-

brane. However, he used doses over a hundred times greate r than those 

used in the present experiments.. . 

The mechanism of the desensitizing action of roentgen rays which 

was discussed above has the advantage of accounting for all the observed 

differences between the effects of light and roentgen rays on the retina. 

However, it has yet to be proved., and at the moment is no more than a 

spé culation. 

It was pointed out in the preceding discussion that roentgen rays 

exert both immediate and cumulative "fatiguing" effects on the retina, 

and that the retina recovered from both effects. Neither the relation 

between the two effects nor their causes areknown.. It was suggested 

that they could be accounted for by a reduction in the selective per-

meability of the membranes of retinal neUrons, brought about by the 

ionization from the roentgen rays. 

Importance of the "Fatiguing" Effect of Roentgen Rays. This de- 

• sensitizing action of roentgen rays on the retina is noteworthy. Firstly, 

because there are very few radiation effects known that are reversible, 

that occur at such low doses (about one roentgen), and whose effects 

can be seen so quickly (less than 10 seconds). Secondly, because it 

permits study of the processes which occur in between the energization 

of visual purple and the discharge of the ganglion cell and which are 

desensitized by the irradiation. 

The "fatiguing" action of roentgen rays on the retina, is unique in 

its sensitiveness, its reversibility, and the promptness of itseffect. 

Its importance in a study of retinal processes was discussed. 

Relative Energy Efficiencies of Roentgen Rays and Light as Stimuli for 

the Ganglion Cell.Response of the Frog Retina. 

In the following a comparison will be made of the energies of light 

and of roentgen rays needed under the same conditions to produce a 

threshold response in the frog retina. Run 66-3 was the only one for 

which the critical durations of stimulation were determined, so the 

measurements from that run will be used in the comparison. Only 

the measurements made at 2:04 am were taken at a time when the re- 

4 	 tina was not evidencing a "fatigue" from previous irradiation The ratio 
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of light and roentgen ray thresholds for that timewa::s. close, to the mean 

of all the "non-fatigued" ratios (see Figure 21 and 'Table VI),and these 

thresholds are given in Table V. To eliminate the "immediate fatiguing" 

effect of the roentgen rays, the thresholds corrected to an infinite rest 

time between stimulations will be used. These corrected values are 
-3.90 	-1.11 

given in Table V and are 10 	fc and 10 	r/sec. 

In Run 66-3 the critical durations for light was found to be 6. 3 

seconds and for roentgen rays, 2. 0 seconds (see Figure 20). The 

stimuli used in the 2:04 am measurements were 5 seconds in duration. 

For light this duration was less than the critical one, and the stimulus 

was fully effective. For roentgen rays only the first two seconds of 

the stimulation had any effect on the response. Therefore for Rana 

catesbiana the threshold energie.s to be compared are 5 seconds of 
-3.90 	 -1.11 

10 	fc and 2 seconds of 10 	r/sec. 

Percent Absorption of Light by Visual Purple in the Frog Eye. 

Broda, Goodeve, and Lythgoe (1940) extracted the visual purple from 

the dark-adapted eyes of Rana temporaria and from their data calc.u-

lated that if this visual purple were spread evenly over the entire re-

t-ina, it would absorb 70 percent of the light of 500 m4 incidenton the 

retina. It will be assumed that this is also true of Rana catesbiana. 

In the prepared eye the cornea, lens, and aqueous humor had been re-

moved, so the absorption of light in the ocular media was reduced 

from about 50 percent to an estimated 10 percent. The percent of 

'light incident on the frog eye which was absorbed in the visual purple - 

can therefore be taken as 63 percent at 500 m. 

Energy Threshold for Off-Re sponse withWhite' Light. The energy 

of white light incident on the frog eye to produce a threshold off-re- 
-3.90 

sponse was 5 x 10 	fcC-sec, Taking the absorption of white light 

by visual purple to be one-third its absorption at 500 mp., and taking 

one lumen of white light to be produced by a radiant power of about 

1/200watt; this threshold represents an energy absorption in the 

visual purple of 7.1 x 10 	eig/cm2 . - 

Energy Threshold for Off-Response with Roentgen Rays. A thresh-

old off-response was produced with 2 x lO 	r incident onthe frog 

head. The absorption of roentgen rays in the head was a factor of 

0. 10 about 10 
	The length of the rod outer segments was estimated to 
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be the same in catesbiana as in pipiens, which are shown as about 50 

micra long by Walls (1942). Visual purple occupies 9 ± 2 percent of 

• 	the volume ofthe rod outer segments in temporaria, according to 

Broda, Goodeve, and Lythgoe (1940). It will be assumed that this is 

also true for catesbiana. Microscope examination of fresh, methy-

lene blue stained retinas established that the rod outer segments 

Occupied almost the whole retinal atea in catesbiana (and in pipiens, 

also). Taking one r to be 94 ergs/cm of tissue, it can be calculated 

from the above data that the threshold given represents an energy ab-

sorption in the visual purple of 5. 2 x l0 ergs/cm 2 . 

Comparison of the Energy Thresholds for the Frog Eye. As 

pointed out on pagell5, the absolute value of the light threshold was 

measured to an accuracy of only ±50 percent. The correction for 

rest time had a probable error of ±16 percent. So the light energy 

threshold found above has an uncertainty of 53 percent and corresponds 
2 to a range of 3. 4 to 10. 8 milli_erg/cm . The absolute value of the 

roentgen ray threshold was measured to an accuracy of ±10 percent, 

but the correction for rest time had a probable error of ±40 percent, 

and the volume of the visual purple was known to only ±20 percent. 

Therefore the energy threshold for roentgen rays absorbed in the 

visual purple has an uncertainty of 46 percent and corresponds to a 

range of 2. 8 to 7. 6 milli-erg/cm 2 . 

From this it would appear that about the same amount of energy 

has to be absorbed by visual purple from roentgen rays as from light. 

for a threshold response of the frog retina. It does not seem possible 

that visual purple would absorb energy from roentgen rays as efficiently 

as it would from light, for whose wavelengths its structure was re-

sonant. 

Furthermore, it is known that at sc.otopic threshold a single 

photon absorbed in its visual purple is sufficient to excite a human 

rod. The portion of energy released in one act from a roentgen ray 

quantum corresponds to a single secondary electron, which causes in 

most instances up to several hundred ion pairs and atomic excitation 

at the rate of approximately 33 ev. per ion pair. The average photon 

of white light has an energy of 3 ev. So it would be expected that at 
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scotopic threshold roentgen rays would have to supply an average of up to 

11 times more energy to the visual purple than would light. 

The possibility of a systematic experimental error must be examined. 

The most likely source of such an error was an accidental shielding of the 

retina from light. The micrp-electrode itself could have shadowed the 

receptive field of the ganglion cell it touched. This shadowing would 

havebeen more serious in the roentgen ray experiments, (such asnum-

ber 66) than in the experiments with light alone because the e lec t rodets 

glass sheath was painted black for the former experiments. Comparison 

of Tables land V shows that for the roentgen ray experiments the mean 

light threshold actually was four times greater than for the other, and 

was forty times greater than the lowest threshold measured in the other. 

So the light threshold used in the above calculation could very well be 

from 4 to 40 times too high because of shadowing by the micro-electrode. 

This 'would mean that from 2 to 80 times more energy would have to be 

absorbed by visual purple from roentgen rays than from light for, a 

threshold response of the frog retina. 

No conclusions were drawn from the comparison of the light 

and roentgen ray energy thresholds because of the strong possibility 

that the light threshold was actually lower than the value measured. 

Relative Energy Efficiencies of 'Roentgen Rays and Light as Stimuli 

to Vision in the Human Eye. 

Newell andBorley (1941) found 1/2 roentgen per minute of roent-

gen rays incident on the human eye was sufficient to produce a constant 

sensation of light. It would be desirable to compare this value with 

the corresponding human threshold for white light. Unfortunately, 

there is no data on any "fatiguing" effect of roentgen rays on human 

vision, and such an effect, if present, could make the roentgen rays 

seem many times less efficient as stimuli than they really are. 

From the above discussion it can be concluded that knowledge 

of the effects of roentgen rays on human vision is not sufficient to 

permit a precise comparison of the energy efficiencies of roentgen 

rays and light as stimuli. 
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Discussion, 	: 

The experiments presented in this section have shown the dual 

action of roentgen rays on the retina - - a stimulating action, and a 

'desensitizing action. The quantative results were insufficient to test 

the suggestion of the previous section that the stimulating effect of ro-

entgen rays involved the energization of visual purple. The full invest-

igative potentialities of the experiments were not realized, chiefly be-

cause of the small number of measurements made. This work was no 

more than atimidprobing, but it is hoped that others will be encouraged 

to explore more fully the .effects of ro,entgen rays on retinal function. 

Conclusions. 

A technique was devised which permitted comparison of the re 

sponsivities of a single ganglion cell to stimulatjon of the frog retina 

with light and with roentgen rays. 

Roentgen ray and light stimulations of the frog retina both evoked 

the same types of responses from a given ganglion cell, and with the 

same relative responsivities of the on to the off-responses. 

The intensities of light or roentgen rays which evoked threshold 

responses from the frog retina were determined for a number of gang-

lion cells. 

The uncontrolled factors which shielded the retina from the in-

cident stimulus and caused a higher apparent threshold were discussed. 

Because of their greater penetrating power, roentgen rays were af 

fected less than light and appeared to have a more constant threshold. 

Light and roentgen rays had similar effects on the retina in 

that (a) During and following, exposure to either light or roentgen 

rays the retina's responsivity to both types of stimulus was reduced. 

(b) Both light and roentgen ray exposures could reverse the relative 

sensitivities of the on and off-responses of a given ganglion cell. (c) 

The light threshold had a sharp change in the slope of its time-course 

of recovery from previous light-adaptation. There was an indication 

of an earlier change of slope for the roentgen ray responsivity. 

•  During adaptation to threshold light or roentgen ray stimulation 

the retina seemingly developed an increased responsivity to the other 

type of stimulus. This was ascribed to the different distributions in 
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the intensities of the light and the roentgen ray stimuli from receptor 

to receptor across the retina. 

The light  and roentgen ray thresholds decreased with increased 

rest time between periodic stimulations. For 5 second stimulations, 

the mean threshold after infinite rest time was extrapolated to be 78 

x 10 
-6 fc for light, and 0.130 r/sec for roentgen rays, with probable 

errors in their absolute values of about 50 percent and 40 percent re-

spectively. 

For both light and roentgen rays a constant. stimulus energy 

was required for a threshold off-response of the frog retina to stim-

uli having a duration less than a certain critical value. The critical, 

duration was about 6 seconds for light and 2 seconds for roentgen rays. 

Above that duration a constant stimulus intensity was required for a 

threshold response. 

The latent period for the threshold response of a frog retinal 

ganglion cell was the same for both light and roentgen rays. The 1a 	- - - 

tent period at threshold varied from cell to cell in the range from 0. 7 

to 3 seconds. 

Prolonged exposure to near-threshold doses of roentgen rays 

caused a temporary decrease in the responsivity of the frog retina to 

roentgen rays and a lesser, temporary decrease in the responsivity to 

light. 

Threshold doses of roentgen rays produced an immediate lower-

ing in the responsivity of the frog retina to light and to roentgen rays. 

The responsivity returned to its original value in a few minutes. This 

desensitizing action of roentgen rays was ascribed in part to an effect 

of the rays on retinal neurons, since the voltage of the ganglion cell 

impulses was observed to decrease momentarily following the irradia-

tion. 

This Itfatiguinghl  action of roentgen rays on the retina is noteworthy 

among radiation effects because of the smallness of the dose required 

(less than one roentgen) and in the promptness (less than 10 seconds) 

and reversibility of its effect. 
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The energy absorbedin.thevisual purple for a threshold off-res 
-3 	2 

ponse of the frog retina was calculated to be 7. 1 x 10 erg/cm for 

light and 5 2 x lO erg/cm2  for roentgen rays after allowance had 

been made for the desensitizing effect of the rays. Both values had 

a probable error of about 50 percent. Becauseof the strong possibility 

that the micro-electrode had shadowed the retina and raised the light 

threshol4, no conclusions were drawn from these calculations. 

Present knowledge of the effects of roentgen rays on human 

vision is not sufficient to permit a comparison of the energy efficien-

cies as stimuli of light and roentgen rays. 

The present investigation was quite limited in scope and accuracy. 

Much further investigation  of the effects of roentgen rays on the verte-

brate retina is needed for a full understanding of these effecta. 
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XI, SUMMARY 

A technique is described by which electrical impulses were 

picked up bymicro -electrodes from single elements of frog retinas 

in response to stimulàtiori of the retina. 

A method was devised which allowed study of the electrical 

responses to light of the frog retina in vitro for approximately two 

hours. 

The sites from which the electrical responses of the frog 

retina were detected by the micrO-electrode technique were found to 

be the ganglion cell bodies. For the frog retina the sampling of 

ganglion cell types given by micro-electrode studies appears to be 

representative. 	 - 

A frog preparation was developed which permitted measure-

ments for periods up to 10 hours of the electrical discharges of retinal 

ganglion cells. The usual continuous, and on- and off-responses to 

stimulation of the retina were observed. 

On two ocèasiOns ganglion cells were observed to give 

oscillatory discharges instead of the normal spike-type. 

The central nervous system was found to have no effect on 

the threshold retinal responses studies by the micro electrode technique.. 

The absolute thresholds to light were determined for off-, on-, 

and continuous responses. 

One bullfrOg retina having an unusual, gray coloration on its 

inner surface, was found to have an unusually high threshold for res-

ponse to light. 

The retina of a single starved frog was observed to show no 

electrical activity of its ganglion cells. Injections of glucose temporarily 

restored the electrical activity and the retina's responsivity to light. An 

injection of fish liver oil had the same effect. 

The intensity discrimination of frog retinas, as shown by the 

relative light intensity change needed to produce on- or off-responses, 

was determined from the responses of on-off cype ganglion cells. 
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The intènsitr disdrimination was found to increase if either 

the adapting il1ürniñtioi or the'expbsure time was increaseth It 

varied with those two factors in the manner predicted by Rose (1948) 

from the application of information theory to the random absorption 

of quanta by the primary photo-process of the retina. 

The change of intensity discrimination with illumination 

level was found to be much the same in the frog retina as it is in 

human vision, indicating that the change in humans, also, is a ret-

inal property.  

The literature of the roentgen ray and radium phosphenes 

was reviewed, and an extensive bibliography furnished, 

Reasons were presented for believing that the sites of 

action of roentgen rays on the visual system are the photOchemicals 

of the photoreceptor cells. 

Additional evidence was collected that the fluorescence 

induced by roentgen rays was insufficient to account for the phosphene. 

Roentgen rays and ionizing particles were found to bleach 

visual purple if given in doses of the order of 107 r. The bleaching 

could not be accounted for by the heat produced during irradiation. 

The ratio of bleaching and threshold response doses was about 10 to 

one for both light and roentgen rays. 

Bleaching doses of ionizing particles or radiations, unlike 

light, also denatured the protein of the retina. 

Reasons were presented for the believing that at scotopic 

threshold all the responses of on-off or pure on-type ganglion cells 

that are provoked by roentgen rays are dependent on the energization 

of visual purple by the roentgen rays. 

The indication of a discontinuity in the roentgen ray dark-

adaptation curve for the frog, and the change in color and brightness 

sensations with.roentgen ray intensity in the human suggest that 

roentgen rays affect cones as well as rods, 

20, A technique was devised which permitted comparison of 

the responsivities of a single ganglion cell to stimulation of the 

retina with light and with roentgen rays. 
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Roentgen ray and light stimulations of a frog retina bo.th 

evoked the same types of response from a given ganglion cell, and with 

the same relative responsivities between the on- and off-responses. The 

central nervous system had no effect on the responses to either stimulus. 

The intensities of light or, roentgen rays which evoked thresh-

old responses from the frog retina wer,e determined for a number of 

ganglion cells,. 

2.3. The uncontrolled factors which shieldedthe retina from the 

incident stimulus and caused a higher apparent threshold were discussed. 

Because of their greater penetrating power, roentgen rays were affected 

less than light and appeared to have a more constant threshold. 

24. Light and roentgen rays had a similar effect on the retina in 

that exposure of thefl retina to either stimulus caused a drop in the respon.-

sivity to both stimuli. Exposure to either light or roentgen rays could 

reverse the relative sensitivities of the on- and off-responses of a given 

ganglion cell,.. The time course of the light threshold sho.vèd a shàrp 	- 

ring recovery from light-adaptation. There was an change in slope du  

indication of an earlier change of slope for roentgen rays. 

25.1  After a series of threshold stimulations of the frog retina 

with .either roentgen rays or light, a sub-threshold stimulus of the other 

would sometimes produce a response. This was ascribed to the greater 

uniformity of roentgen ray intensity than light intensity from receptr 

to receptor across the retina, which allowed different threshold adapta-

tion states from receptor to receptor.for the two stimuli. 

2.6. It was found that the greater the rest time between.periodic 

stimulations, the lower was the threshold, both for lightand roentgen 

rays. 

27, For both light and roentgen rays the threshold stimulus 

energy required for an off-response of the frog retina was independent 

of the stimulus duration up to a critical value., Above that duration 

the responsivitydepended only on the stimulus intensity. The critical 

duration was about 6 seconds for light and 2 seconds for roentgen rays. 
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28; The latent period f&ithe threshold response of a frog retinal 

ganglion cell was the same for both light and roentgen rays. The latent 

period at threshold varied from cell to cell in the range from 0 7 to 3 

seconds. 

There was a cumulative effect of frequent irradiation of the 

frog retina with near-threshold doses of roentgen rays. This effect 

tended to raise the threshold for roentgen rays with respect to the 

threshold for light. The effect was reversible. 

Threshold doses of roentgen rays produced an immediate 

lowering in the responsivity of the frog retina to light and to roentgen 

rays. The responsivity returned to its original value in a few minutes. 

This desensitizing action of roentgen rays was ascribed in part to an 

effect of the rays on retinal neurons, since the voltage of the ganglion 

cell impulses was observed to decrease momentarily following the 

irradiation. 

This "fatiguing" action of roentgen rays on the retina 'is 

noteworthy among radiation effects in the smallness of the dose re-

quited (less than one roentgen) and in the 	 I 

seconds) and reversibility of its effect. 

32.. The energy absorbed in the visual purple for a threshold 

off-response of the frog retina was calculated to be 7.1 x iø erg/cm 2  

for light and 5. 2.x 10 erg/cm 2  for roentgen rays after allowance had 

been made for the desensitizing effect of the rays. Both values had a 

probable err'or of about 50 percent. Because of the strong possibility 

that the micro-electrode had shadowed the retina and raised the light 

threshold, no conclusions were drawn from these calculations as to the 

relative sensitivity to the two types or radiation. . 

.33. Present knowledge of the effects of roentgen rays, on human 

vision is not sufficient to permit a. comparison of the energy efficiencie% 

as stimuli, of light and roentgen rays. 

34. The present investigation was quite limited in scope and ac-

curacy. Much further investigation of the effects of roentgen rays on 

the vertebrate retina is needed for a full understanding of these effects. 
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MICRO-ELECTRODES 

• Manufacture and Description. 

• 	The n-iicr o -electrodes used throughout the electro -physiological 

experiments on the frog retina consisted of 0. 001 inch diameter plati-

num wire insulated by pyrex glass tubing. The method of manufacture 

which was found to produce the most useable electrodes for the least 

effort is illustrated in Figure 23. (A) Pyrex glass tubing with an out-

side diameter of from 4to 6 mm and wall thickness of less than 1 mm 

(portion a) was drawn out at one end, in the flame of a bunsen burner, 

to an outside diameter of between 1 and 2 mm (portion b). The two 

ends of the tubing were then grasped between the thumb and first 

finger of the two hands with the edge of the palms resting on the table 

and thumbs up. The hands were slid along the table until the thin por - 

tion of tubing, b, was held just on the far side of the flame of a special 

microburner The tubing was held near the flame, but not in it,, until 

the tubing could be felt to stretch slowly when pulled. This pull was 

applied gently by pivoting the hands about the edges of the palm's so 

that they moved apart. When this was done properly, the tubing was 

moved further from the flame as it stretched, and its diameter could 

readily be reduced to a 'few micra '(portion c) before it broke. The 

taper cou1'd be made more rapid by allowing the glass to soften more 

before applying the pull, 	 • 	 . 

The special microburner was made by grinding the point off a 

• No. 26 hypodermic needle and threading the end as shown in (E). When 

this needle was screwed into the base, (F), of a standard microburner, 

a very small, steady flame could be produced at the needle tip. 
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The end of a length of. 0. 001 inch diameter platinum wire was wound 

twice around the end of a length of solid tinned No. 20 copper wire, as 

shown in (B). They were fastened together with a thin layer of soft solder 

applied with a soldering iron. The wires were then gently threaded into 

the shaped tubing of (A) so that the platinum wire extended as far as pos-

sible into portion c. The glass tube was then broken with fine tweezers 

at that position so that the platinum wire emerged. The tip of the glass 

was held in the microburner flame just long enough to fuse it to the plati-

num wire The copper wire was pushed into the tubing until its end 

• wedged in the taper between portions a and b. Strips of sealing wax were 

inserted between the glass and wire at the, large end of the tubing and 

melted in the bunsen burner flame to make the airtight seal, d. Any 

bends needed were put in portion b by heating the appropriate spot with 

the microburner flame until the glass softened, and then pushing the 

• tubing with a needle, This gave the micro-electrode shown in (C). 

The tips of all micro-electrodes were, examined under a low power 

microscope. It was important that the glass tip be fused all around to 

the platinum wire, as otherwise liquid would enter when the electrode 

was used and make it very "noisy't. On the other hand, if the glass tip 

was kept, in the flame too long, a large glass bead, e, would form., 

Best results were obtained if this ,bead' was less than 60 micra diameter, 

and if the protruding length of platinum wire, f, was less than 50 micra 

long. The wire was cut to size by placing the electrode tip on a,flat 

piece of stainless steel and rolling the edge of a No. 21 scalpel blade 

across the wire, 	. 

When it was necessary to cover the glass with black paint, the 

paint was applied in two coats with a fine, artists brush. Any paint on 

the wire tip was removed with the microburner flame. 

Cleaning the Micro-electrode. 

Before a micro-electrode could be re-used, it had to be cleansed 

of the tissue that had dried on it. This could be done by immersing the 

electrode tip for one minute in hot, concentrated nitric acid, and 

thoroughly rinsing. A faster, and equally effective method was to heat 

the platinum tip white hot in the microburner flame, but only momen-

tarily, so that the glass bead at the tip did not grow too large. 
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APPENDIX lB  

ELECTRICAL AMPLIFICATION AND DISPLAY SYSTEM 

Block Diagram of the Overall System. 

See Figure 24, 

Preamplifier. 

The preamplifier used was the Tektronix Type 122 Preamplifier 

made by Tektronix, Inc. • Portland, Oregon. It is a three stage, bat-

tery operated amplifier having a maximum voltage gain of .  1000. The 

first two stages are push-pull and designed to have a high degree of 

balance. The tubes are internally shock mounted; The preamplifier 

and its battery supply were placed in a box completely covered with 

.sheet copper except for input and output connector jacks. The pre-

amplifier was floated on two inches of sponge rubber within the box. 

The preamplifier was always used at its maximum gain and with its 

frequency response range set for 80 - 1000 cps (3 db cutoff points). 

The input of the preamplifier was connected to the two electro4es 

via a flexible, shielded cable. The output was led via a shielded cable 

to the vertical amplifier of the oscilloscope. 

Oscilloscope. 

The oscilloscope used in these experiments was Type 1684D made 

by Furzehill Laboratories, Ltd., Boreharn Wood, Herts, England. It 

has differential input, direct-coupled amplifiers for both the vertical 

and horizontal signals, an, internal time base sweep generator, and a 

cathode ray tube with a 3 inch screen. The signal from the preamplifier 

was amplified by the maximum gain of the vertical amplifier and applied 

to the vertical deflection plates of the cathode ray tube. A pair of one 

microf.arad capacitors led a portion of the, signal from the plates to a 

highinput.impedance audio amplifier which fed a loudspeaker. 

A time base sweep rate of 30 per second was used because this 

rate seemed to display the nerve discharges in the most readily recog-

nized patterns on the oscilloscope screen. The sweep rate was sy -nchro-

nized with the 60 cps power line so that any pickup of that 60 cps current 

by the display system would be immediately recognizable as a double 

stationary pattern on the oscilloscope screen. 
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Audio Amplifier and Loudspeaker. 

Any audio amplifier having sufficient output power to drive the 

loudspeaker, enough gain to make the signals clearly audible, and a 

high enough input impedance so that it does not appreciably decrease 

the signal on the vertical deflection plates is suitable for the use de-

scribed above. Therefore no specifications will be given of the ampli-

fier actuallyused... 

A permanent magnet, three inch loudspeaker was used, and 

proved satisfactory. However, a larger one Would probably have made 

the clicks of the nerve discharges stand out more audibly from the 

background noise, 

Shielding. 

A shielded room was built by completely enclosing, except for a 

doorway, a wood frame within copper wire screening. A door covered 

with screening was so mounted that when it was closed the screening on 

it made firm contact with the screening alonj all sides of the doorway. 

The pieces of screening used were joined where necessary by overlapping 

them and lacing them together with copper wire. The room was large 

enough so that the experimenter could enter to make adjustments on the 

preparation and its mounting, as well as on the electrodes and micro-

manipulator, and the preamplifier, which were placed within. This 

room gave more than enough electrostatic shielding, even though the 

signals to be detected were in the order of microvolts. However it would 

have been preferable to solder the screening joints, at least along the 

floor, since the joints slid apart and produced spurious electric signals 

when stepped on. 

All the electrical apparatus used which were powered from the 

house 60 cps power line Were isolated from direct contact with the li.ne  

by isolating transformers. Otherwise there would have been a large 60 

cps voltage superimposed on the signal, because the grounded side of 

the power line was not at the same potential as the building ground. Con-

stant vàltage transformers were used for the isolating, and they served 

also to prevent slow changes in the line voltage from affecting the equip- 

ment. 
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The building ground was connected to the screening of the shielded 

room and from there led to the other apparatus in a definite sequence. 

A haphaza.rd arrangementof ground leads could not be used because it 

might have allowed the induction of stray circulating currents in the ground 

leads, and those currents would have superimposed on the signal. One 

of the grounding arrangements which proved satisfactory is shown in the 

block diagram of Figure 24 

Even with the shielding arrangement described above, along with 

the signal were picked up a 60 cps voltage and voltage pulses that coin-

cided with voltage pulses on the house power line This was found to be 

caused by magnetic pickup in the loop formed by electrodes, preparation, 

and preamplifier input impedance All transformers were then removed 

to a distance of at least 4 feet and the isolating transformers also were 

turned with the weakest portion of their, magnetic fields toward the loop. 

This reduced the pickup to negligible portions 

6. Calibration..  

An audio frequency oscillator (Type ZOOG,. made by Hewlitt-Packard 

Company, Palo Alto, California) was used to drive a square wave generator 

(Type 210A, same manufacturer).. The, resulting periodic square voltage 

wave of known amplitude was applied to a resistance type voltage divider, 

and a small known portion ..of,.that voltage .w3.s applied, to the input of the 

preamplifier. Thatvoltage was then amplified in the same manner as the 

nerve discharge signal and was observed on the oscilloscope screen. 
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•APPENDIX 

LIGHT SOURCE 

Design. 	. . 	 . 

The design of the light source was dictated by the need to supply 

a uniform light beam whose intensity could be varied "instantaneously" 
by an accurately known, but adjustable, percentage; such a stimulu 
being needed in the  stidy of retinal intensity discrimination. Two light 

beams were used, and either one or the other or both illuminated the 

retina, as 4etemined by a shutter that intersected both beams. The 

light path is diagramed in Figure 25 1  The shitter a was snapped from 

one position to the other bya solenoid and,:returned as quickly by a 

spring when the solenoid was released. : 	current to the solenoid 
was controlled either by the timer described in Appendix 3C or by a 

snap-action switch which was activated bya cam geared to a clock 
motor. In this way the change  in the light beam  transmitted to the 

retina was repeate4 at regular  intervals. 	. . 

The projecting lens. doublet u, v was adjusted to throw an image 

of the hole in diaphragm d onto the retina.. The rçsulting image varied 

no more than 20 percent in intensity acroSs, its arCa. The image would 

have been sharper if front-suraçed instead of bak-surfaced mirrors 
had been used at Tn,. rn. The heat absorbing glais g was placed in the 

light path to reduce the amount of ultra-violet  and infra-red that reached 

the retina. 	 . 	. 

Lamp. 	 . 	.. 

During the experiment, it was discovered that the light output of 

the lamp varied in the following ways. a) A slow drop of intensity, 

amounting to about 4 percent the first hour.. This was attributed to the 

slow rise in temperature of the lamp housing, and the resulting rise in 
temperature and resistance of the laznpfilamenL b) Occasional intensity 

fluctuations of up to 4 percent caused by fluctuations in the voltage of the 

house power line. When a constant voltage transformer was put in tandem 
with the lamp, these fluctuations were reduced  to 2 percent. c) Random 
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intensity fluctuations: of about 1/2 percent, occurring at an average fre-

quency of one per second These were traced to changes in the lamp 

resistance Since the light intensity was proportional to about the fourth 

power of the voltage and the seventh power of the curTent through the 

lamp, quite small changes in voltage or lamp resistance could cause 

troublesome changes in the light intensity. The fluctuations described 

above were found in both the platinum ribbon and multicoil tungsten 

filament types of:lamps. 	. 	 . 
Only a compromise solution could be :found to this problem of 

fluctuating intensity.. A constant voltage transformer was used, the 

lamp was always -run for'at leastanhour before measurements were 

made, enough iea.dings were taken at each intensity to average out the 

occasional fluctuations, and long exposures (5 or 10 seconds) were used 

to average out the 1 cps fluctuations A type 1007-8-/2 lamp (a 100 watt, 

115 volt, multicoilfiláment projection lamp) was used in most of the 

experiments. 

Calibration. 

As can be seen from Figure 25, the intensity of the light beam 

could be varied in steps by neutral gelatin filters which couLd be inserted 

at various positions along the light path. Since the amount, of light 

transmitted by a filter, but scattered, which reached the retina would 

depend on the position of the filter along the light path, each filter had 

to be calibrated at each position in terms of the relative light intensity 

at the retina with and without the filter in the path. The effective 

transmission of a filter differed as much as 20 percent between some 

positions The light intensity was measured at the retina's location 

with a Weston Illumination Meter, a MacBeth illuminometer, and a 

Lukiesh-Taylo.r Brightness Meter. All three meters g.ave the same 

reading within 5 percent. 

In one portion of the light pa.th  the intensity could be varied con-

tinuously by rotation of one Type H polaroid diskwith respect to another. 

A worm gear was used which permit .ted setting the angle of rotation re 

producibly to 0. 1 degrees. The relative intensity of transmitted light 
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at the retina was' measured as described above as, a function of polatoid 

angle and found to be reproducible to better than the accuracy of the 

meter readings, possibly to 2 percent 

An electron rnultiplier phototube intercepted a second of the re-

combined beams, and by measuring the output current of the phototube, 

a rough check could be made of relative light intensities in the beam to 

the retina 

The filters were calibrated to 10 percent, but since sometimes 

several filters were placed in series, the total relative intensity was 

known to only 20 percent Because, in addition, the intensity varied as 

much as 20 percent across the beam, and because the light meters used 

had an (estimated) error of 10 percent with respect to absolute intensity 

standards, the absthute light intensity at a given sensitive area on a 

retina was known only to within * 50 percent of the intensity calculated 

from the calibrated settings of the polaroid disk and the densities of 

the neutral filters in the light path. 
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APPENDIX 3 

ROENTGENRAY APPARATUS 

APPENDIX 3A 

ASSEMBLY FOR IRR DIATION AND ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT 

Thedveràll arrangement of the apparatus for simultaneous light 

and roentgen ray stirnulation'of the frog eye is shown in Figure 26. 

All glass, lucite, and clay surfaces were covered with a flat 

black oil paint to hide their fluorescence. 

A lead glass window 1/4 inch thick was inserted in the front of 

the shielding box so that the frog and apparatus could safely be viewed 

during roentgen irradiation and any fluorescence noted 
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APPENDIX 3B 

ROENTGEN RAY GENERATOR 

Description. 

The roentgen ray source was a shock-proof portable generator 

(General Electric Company, Mo4el  F) run self-rectifying at 75 kv 

(nominal) and currents up to 15 ma. No filter.was added to that in-

herent in the window of the tube and enclosure. A typical output was 

3,0 r/sec for 12 ma at 19 cm from target. Preliminary experiments 

showed that the retinal responses were the same with or without a 

cone on the generator, so no cone was used, -- the whole frog being 

irradiated. 

Fluorescence of. the Roentgen Ray. Generator. 

This type generator had a thermometer mbunted on its face. 

During one of the runs it was noted by a completely dark-adapted ob-

server that the glass tube of the thermometer fluoresced brightly and 

the bakelite window in front of the target fluoresced weakly while the 

generator was in operation. This fluorescence was hidden by covering 

the thermometer with black masking type and covering the window with 

one mil aluminum foil. 

Comparison runs were made to determine whether this fluorescence 

had affected the retina's response to roentgen rays. It was found that 

covering or uncovering the fluorescence had no effect. This was ascribed 

to the fact that, fortunately, the frog was so mounted with respect to the 

generator that the frog's head shielded the retina from the fluorescence. 

All suc.ceeding experiments were done with the covering in place. 

Calibration. 

The length of time the gener.ator remained on was controlled either 

by the apparatus described in Appendix 3C or by a manual, spring-driven 

timer. The latter was calibrated against an electronic chronoscope lent 

by the Physics Department. It was found to have a probable error of 

1-1/2 percent. The intensity of the roentgen ray beam was determined 
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with thimble type ionization chambers (made by the Victoreen Instru-

ment Company, Cleveland, Ohio) as a function of the distance of the 

tar.get from the eye and as a function of the reading of the plate current 

meter. The intensity was calculated for each stimulation from the 

recorded distance and current. The relative roentgen ray intensities 

were determined with a probable error of 3 percent, but the absolute 

intensities were uncertain to about 10 percent. 
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APPENDIX 3C 

APPARATUS FOR CONTROL OF THE TIME CYCLE OF STIMULATION 

Description. 

Very flexible control of the cycle of stimulation used in these experi-

ments was provided by an apparatus built around two Microflex Timers 

(made by the Eagle Signal Corporation of Mo1ine Illinois). This timer 

consisted of an arrangement of electric clock, magnetic clutch, and relay 

such that whenever the relay was tripped (by a current pulse), it would 

stay tried until the priod set on the clock had elapsed, when the relay 

was released, and the clock reset to the original period. Two timers 

were interconnected so that first one and then the other would operate for 

its set time period and would repeat this cycleindefinitely (or at least 

until the power was cut off). 	. 	. . 	 . 	. 

While one of the timers was in operation (the flon" period), power 

from a house 120 volt, 60 cps line was available at the output tèrmin1s 

of the timer. This power .was directed by a double throw switch so as 

to operate either the solenoid-powered shutter of the light source (see 

Appendix 2), or a relay which set the roentgen ray generator into opera-

tion. This power was not available while the other timer was in operation 

(the !toff" period of the stimulation cycle). 

Calibration. 

The timers used were the 20-minute model, which could be set 

within about 0.2 second for any period from 2-1/2 seconds to 20 minutes. 

The accuracy of their calibrations was measured with an electronic 

chronoscope. The timers were found to have a probable error of about 

3 percent, and a fixed error that varied from -0.3 second at 5 and 10. 

seconds settings to -0.4 second at the 60 seconds settings. 
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TITLES AND EXPLANATIONS OF THE FIGURES 

Figure 1. A. Schematic cross section of Rana pipiens retina. 

Cross section of retina showing the relative position of the micro-

electrode when picking up electrical, spike-type responses of the 

retina to light. C. Microscopic appearance at various depths in the 

retina, for a flattened whole retina stained with methylene blue. 1. 

Pigment granules. 2. Tops of rod outer segments. 4. Stained 

nuclei of some of the receptor cells. 6. Stained ganglion cell nuclei 1  

7. Ganglion cell axons - optic nerve fibers. 

Figure 2. Normal and oscillatory discharges of a retinal 

ganglion cell 

Figure 3. Logarithm of intensity discrimination threshold 

versus logarithm of adapting light intensity, for the off-response of 

an on-off-type ganglion cell in a bullfrog retina, Run 38 7 3C. The 

straight line portion of the curve is drawn with a slope of -1/2 

Figure 4. Logarithm of intensity discrimination threshold 

versus logarithm of adapting light intensity, for bullfrog retinas. 

The straight line portions of all the curves are drawn with.a slope of 

-1/2. A.. Determined for the one and off-responses of an on-off-type 

ganglion cell of Run 55-6, The two types of response happened to have 

the same threshold. B. Determined for the off-responses of an on-

off-type ganglion cell of Run 56-8. The pupil was greatly constricted. 

Determined for the off -responses,of a ganglion cell of Run 50-3 for 

a decreasing series and then an increasing series of adapting intensities. 

The retina had an abnormal, dark coloration on its inner surface. 

Figure 5 Logarithm of intensity discrimination threshold versus 

logarithm of stimulus duration, determined from the off-response of a 

retinal ganglion cell in Rana pipiens, Run 44-1 The adapting light in-

tensity was held constant at 2.16 x 10  fc. 

Figure 6. Human dark-adaptation curve for roentgen rays, after 

Newell and Borley, 1941, showing the drop in threshold intensity of 

roentgen rays needed to produce a continuous sensation of light as time 

in the dark increased. The previous light-adaptation had been to 

ordinary room light. 
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Figure 7. Theaction current of an excised frog eye in response 

to stimulation with either light or roentgen rays during the period AB, 

After Himstedt and Nagei(1901). 

Figure 8. A. The action current of a chicken eye in response to 

stimulation with (1) roentgen rays for the period r 0 r 5 , (2) bright light 

for the period L 0L 2 . B. The action current of an owl eye (Syrnium 

aluco) in response to stimulation with (1) roentgen rays for the period 

r0r 3 , (2) very dim light.for the period 1o1l After Him stedt and Nagel 

(1902). 

Figure 9. The ele-ctroretinogram of an isolated frog retina in 

response to stimulation with radium. The action current is negative 

and monophasic. In this and Figures 10 through 13, the horizontal dis- 

tance indicated by the arrows represerts 10 seconds. After Thier (1933). 

Figure 10. A. Electroretinogram of a whole frog eyeball in res-

ponse to stimulation with radium. B. The same after removal of cornea, 

lens, iris, and vitreous humor. After Thier (1933). 

Figure 11. A. El!ectroretinogram of a halved frog eye in response 

to irradiation with beta and gamma rays from radiun -r. B. Its response 

to the gamma rays alone. After Thier (1933). 

Figure 12. A. Electroretinogram of a halved frog eye in response 

to irradiation with beta and gamma rays from radium. B. Its reponse 

to diffuse white (?) light. Theheits of the initial peaks are equal in A 

and B. After Thier (1933). 

Figure 13. A. Electroretinogram of a frog eye in response to 

intermittent irradiation with radium at 6 per minute. B. Its response 

at 30 per minute. C. Its response to diffuse white (?) light with inter -

mittent illumination at 4 per second. The individual responses have 

fused. After Thier (193.3); 

Figure 14. Dark-adaptation curves for off-response of a ganglion 

cell of a bullfrog retina, - Run 66-3. Cycle of stimulation was 5 seconds 

"on", 60 seconds TtoWt..  Symbols indicate that stimulation at that in-

tensity gave a response which was: S threshold, A subthreshold, IT 

suprathreshold. Stimulation by light is indicated by the solid symbols; 
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by roentgen rays by the open symbols. a. Preliminary dark-adapt3tion. 

b Light-adaptation to 7.6 fc for 10 minutes c Dark-adaptation A.  

curve for roentgen rays. B. Curve for light. 

Figure 15. Off-responses of a ganglion cell in abulifrog retina to 

a stimulation cycle of 5 seconds "on", 10 seconds .t!offtt, Run 58-3. Sym-

bols as in Figure 14. The intensity of the adapting light is shownby the 

heavy horizontal line. The solid and broken lines through the points re 

present the estimated thresholds. 

Figure 16. -The efect of roentgen irradiation on the responsivity 

to light of a bullfrog retina. Ganglion cell of Run 52-2. Stimulation. 

cycle of 5 seconds "on" and 10 seconds .'!off".  Symbols as in Figure 14. 

Broken line is on-response threshold, solid line is off-response threshold. 

A. Irradiation with 1.5 r/sec for 9.5 seconds. B, C. Irradiation with 

1.5 r/sec for 10 seconds.. Note on-response threshold point at 6:58. pm. 

Figure 17. Intensity for threshold off-responseto 5 seconds of 

stimulation applied periodically, shown as a function of rest period 

between stimulations. Thedata are taken from Tables 3 and 4 and are 

plott.ed as dots. Circles indicate mean intensities for. each rest period. 

Heights of rectangles indicate the probable error of the intensity data 

for each rest period. A. Light as the stimulus. Data for Run 65-.3 

have not been used in computing the means and probable errors, and 

have not been plotted. B. Roentgen rays as stimulus. Data for Run 

65-3 are included, 

Figure 18. Threshold for off-response to roentgen rays of a bull-

frog retinal ganglion cell for different durations ofstimulus, Run 66 -3. 

The .!ontt and r!.off.f  periods of the stimulation cycle are shown on the 

figure. Symbols as in Figure 14, 	 .. 

Figure 19. Threshold for off-response to white light of a bull-

frog retinal ganglion cell for different durations of stimulus, Run 66-3. 

The "on" and "off" periods of the stimulation cycle are shown on the 

figure. Symbols as in Figure 14. 

Figure 20, The relation of logarithm of the product of duration 

and intensity to logarithm of the duration for stimuli producing a thresh-

old off-response in a particular ganglion cell of a bullfrog retina, Run 

66-3. The data were taken from Figures 18 and 19. A. Light as the 

stimulus. B. .Ro.entgen rays as the stimulus. 
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Figure 21. The logarithm of the ratio of roentgen ray to light 

thresholds (expressed in arbitrary units of r/sec perfc) versus the 

logarithm of the roentgen ray threshold for the same ganglion cell in 

frog retinas. Data are taken from Table 5. Note that prolonged thresh-

old roentgen irradiation raised the ratio of the thresholds 

Figure 22. Intensity for threshold off response to 5 secqnds of 

stimulation applied peridical1y, shown as a function of rest period 

between stimulations. The data are.taken from Figure 17, The 

thresholds are expressed as multiples of the threshold obtained by 

extrapolation to infinite rest time.. 

Figure 23.. Construction of micro-electrodes. See text, for ex 

planatioii, Appendix lA. 

Figure 24. Block diagram of the electrical amplification and 

display system. See Appendix lB. 

• 	Figure 25. Diagram of, the light source used to provide a con- 

trolled light beam for stimulation.of the retina, a, spherical mirror; 

b, lamp; c, condenser lens doublet; d, diaphragm.; u, v, projection lens 

doublet; w, diaphragm; g, heat, absorbent glass; f, f,f, f, neutral filters; 

h,h, half-silvered mirrors;. m, m, plane mirrors; s, shutter frame; x, y, 

shutter diaphragms; P r , rotating pqlaroid disk; p, fixed polaroid disk; 

e, electron multiplier phototube. The inset shows some of the combina-

tions of shutter diaphragms used. See Appendix 2 for explanation. 

Figure 26. Arrangement of the apparatus for roentgen ray experi-

ments, A. Overall arrangement.. B. Detail of stimulus paths. a,, 

shielding box of 1/16 inch har..d copper sheet; b, lead she.et.1/16 inch thick; 

ç, wood platform; d, stand for roentgen ray generator;. e, roentgen ray 

generator; f, microscope stand; g, sheet of 1/4 inch lucite painted black; 

h, micromanipulator; i, frog; j, first front-surfaced mirror; 1, micro-

electrode; m, roentgen ray path,; n, light path; o, eye; p, clay wall 

painted black. See Appendix 3, 

n 
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